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FOREWORD
	The Shuttle Derived Vehicle Analysis Solid Booster Unmanned Launch Vehicle
	 j
Concept Definition Study, hereafter referred to as the SRB-X study, NASA Contract
NASS-34722, was managed by NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) and per-
formed by the Upper Stage and Launch Vehicle Preliminary Design organization of
	
Boeing Aerospace Company (BAC) in Seattle, Washington. Major support was provided 	 J
by Thiokol/Wasatch Division and NASA Kennedy Space Center (KSC) Design Engineering
Office. The NASA Contracting Officer's Representative (COR) was James E. Hughes.
This final report is organized into the following documents:
Volume I:	 Executive Summary
Volume II:	 Technical Report
The following Boeing personnel were key contributors to the study:
Program manager .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 Vince Caluori
Study manager . 	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 ..	 Eldon Davis
Configuration design 	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 Rich Reinert, Sohn Olson
Performance .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 Ron Sullivan, Dan! Eder 	 r
Structural design and mass properties .	 .	 .	 .	 Bob Conrad
Propulsion	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 Harry Whippo
Avionics .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 hack Gewin
Flight control	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 Bill Kaughan, Bill Smith
Facilities ad ground operations..
	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 Rich Reinert
Programmatics . .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 Eldon Davis
Other major contributors were:
r
Solid rocket motor analysis. 	 .	 .	 . .	 Thiokol/Wasatch Division
George Alford x
David Hawkins
Launch facilities
	
.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . . KSC Design and Program Office
Homer Brown i
Frank Mcinerny
Tom Feaster
Data exchange also occurred In the following areas:
f	 Titan core stage II 	 Martin Marietta
Aerojet Liquid rocket
Company
Centaur D-IT.	 .	 .6 0	 ,. General Dynamics
t	 Payload shrouds. .	 , . .	 . . . .	 . LQckheed Missi le and Space
J Company
Titan 5RM . . .	 .	 .	 . Chemical System Division
For further Information contact:
j	 James E. Hughes	 Eldon E. Davis
d NASA MSFC	 Boeing Aerospace Company
Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 33512	 Seattle, WA 93124
(205) 453.5726	 (206) 773-4545
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r1.0 INTRODUCTION
This volume documents the technical effort associated with the selection and
definition of the recommended SRB-X concept. Included are discussions concerning the
trades leading to the selected concept, the analysis that established the concept's basic
subsystem characteristics, selected configuration description and performance capabili-
ties, launch site operations and facility needs, development schedule, cost characteris-
tics, risk assessment, and a cursory comparison with other launch systems.
1.1 BACKGROUND
The SRB-X study was initiated by NASA in response to preliminary investigations
that suggested future launch requirements could best be satisfied by a mixed fleet of
manned and unmanned launch vehicles. Manned requirements are expected to be met by
the space shuttle, at least to the turn of the century, but requirements for the unmanned
` 
h	
vehicle are not specific at this time. The following, however, represent potential uses or
}	 ,	 benefits that indicate, when vie -w- ed collectively, that an unmanned vehicle could be a.....
-	 valuable addition to the space transportation system (STS). Such a vehicle could—
a. Provide shuttle contingency or backup in the event of an out-of-service orbiter, 	 j
major accident, or failure to achieve acceptable turnaround time,
b. Deliver payloads that exceed the size and mass constraints imposed by the
shuttle.
C.
	
Free the shuttle for missions unique to its capabilities, thus extending the life of
the orbiter fleet.
d. Supplement the shuttle flight rate in the event launch needs increase appreciably.
e. Deliver cargo considered hazardous or presenting additional risk to the shuttle.
j
The SRB-X is one of several shuttle-derived vehicle (SDV) concepts being consid-
ered for the unmanned launch vehicle role. The distinguishing feature of the concept is
4
that, to the greatest extent possible, primary propulsion would use the space shuttle's
solid rocket motors (SRM), boosters, or derivatives rather than the LO2/LH2 mainr
F	 propulsion system.
F
r
1.2 OBJECTIVES
The overall study objective was to provide a preliminary concept definition for
NASA to compare with other candidates. The specific objectives were to
a.	 Conduct trade and sensitivity analyses to determine the mostpromising concept.
i
v;
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t	 -
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b.	 Determine performance capabilities, mission and operational characteristics, and
facility requirements.
C.	 Develop cost and schedule characteristics for the selected concept.
.1.3 GUIDELINES AND ASSUMPTIONS
Principal guidelines and assumptions used during the study were—
a. Consideration of variations in STS solid rocket motor in terms of case material,
number of segments, propellant, and nozzle design.
b. Consideration of other types of solids and liquid stages for intermediate and upper
stages.
C.
	 Interchangeability of payload and vehicle elements with STS as a desirable goal..
d. Launch from either Kennedy Space Center (KSC) or Vandenburg Air Force 'Base
(VAFB).
e. An original initial operating capability (IOC) of 1987, subsequently revised to
1990.
f. Payload capabilities revised to--
1. Low Earth orbit (LEO)—comparable to STS (greater than or equal to
60 2000 lb)
2. Polar—STS mission 4 Greater than or equal to 32,000 lb)
3. Geosynchronous Earth orbit (GEO)—existing and planned upper stages
available by IOC (greater than or equal to 15,000 lb with advanced
cryogenics)
IOC was revised to 1990 to reflect NASA redirection of the earliest date for a
new start-1986 rather than 1984. Accordingly, payload requirements were adjusted to
reflect needs in the 1990's.
1.4 SCOPE OF ACTIVITY
The study consisted of 10 months of technical effort and 2 months of documenta-
tion. Emphasis during the first quarter was on investigating a wide range of concepts
and conducting several screenings to obtain the selected concept. Visits were made to
Thiokol/Wasatch Division, which is responsible for STS solid rocket booster (SRB)
manufacturing, and to VAFB, KSC, and Cape Canaveral Air Force Station (CCAFS)
launch facilities. During
 the second quarter. a oreliminary definition of tri selected
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e 2.0 SUMMARY
Over 1100 vehicle concepts were examined during the selection process for the
recommended SRB-X concept. Several screening cycles reduced the number of candi-
dates when relative payload capability and impact on launch complex were considered
primary evaluation criteria. Final configuration selection emphasized the ability to
satisfy expected payload requirements for the 1990's, with 15,000 lb to GEO being the
most demanding.
2.1 FINDINGS
Principal findings, including the selected configuration, are summarized in figure
Configuration. The launch system is a three-stage vehicle that relies heavily on
technology available from existing programs. Stage 1 consists of two reusable four-
segment STS SRB's. Filament wound cases (FWC) are baselined for performance reasons;
dhowever, no significant impact on recurring cost is expected. Stage 2 also uses a soi.ia'
rocket motor consisting of two of the STS FWC segments but with a new grain design and
optimized nozzle. Stage; 3 is a modified version of the Titan core stage II. Key features
include a 50% increase in storable propellant loading and a higher expansion ratio nozzle.
Avionics for vehicle guidance and control are located in a control module located
immediately above stage 3. Due to load considerations, both stage 3 and the control
module are enclosed within an interstage during the first 185 sec of flight. Any existing
or currently planned upper stage can be accommodated for missions above LEO. The
payload shroud allows accommodation of shuttle-sized payloads,
6
Performance. As a three-stage vehicle, over 60,000 lb can be placed in a 100-nmi,
28.5-deg orbit; 49,000 lb into 100-nmi, 90-deg orbit; and 18,000 lb into GEO transfer.
Use of an advanced cryogenic stage, such as the high-energy upper stage (HEUS), would 	 k
allow 16,000 lb placed in GEO. Acceleration levels are compatible with payloads 	 T
designed for shuttle delivery.
Facility Requirements. Facilities available at KSC and VAFB are adequate for
system processing and vehicle assembly and launch. Most of the facilities are the same
as for the shuttle; however, a limited amount of modification is necessary. Principal
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modifications at both sites include provisions for access platforms and umbilicals
necessary for vehicle core elements; and at KSC, a new pad crane is also requred.
Implementation Plan. The first launch of the SRB-X is projected within 4-1/2
years after phase C/D go-ahead. This schedule assumes no preimplementation effort and
a conservative test program. Key tests include five test firings of the new stage 2 SRM
and integrated vehicle tests to verify primary loadpaths, coupled dynamics, and facility
interfaces. Most of the facility equipment can be installed on a noninterference basis
relative to the shuttle. The lone exception is at KSC pad 398, where installation could
best be done with a 6-month shutdown. Theoretically, however, pad 39A can handle all
but 15% (two or three) of expected launches at that time, barring any accident.
Cost. Development costs associated with the program are estimated at approxi-
mately $745 million in 1982 dollars. The vehicle contribution is $630 million and facility
modifications (at KSC and VAFB), $115 million. Cost per flight for the three-stage
vehicle, based on six flights per year, is estimated at $100 million.
Risk. The SRB-X concept is judged to be a low-risk program, primarily because of
the extensive use of existing systems, components, and facilities. No new technology
development areas were identified. The most significant risk is that of the availability
of the Titan core stage II, used as the third stage for SRB-X. Titan production is
presently scheduled to end 3 years prior to SRB-X IOC. Reopening of the production line
has been estimated at $30 to $40 million. An alternative to this stage is an MX-type
first stage; however, the LEO payload would be decreased by nearly 7000 lb.
Comparison With Non-SDV's. When compared with non-SDV's, such as growth
Atlas, Titan, or Ariane, the SRB-X was found to have considerable advantages in payload
capability, delivery cost per pound of payload, and operational flexibility. Principal
disadvantages are higher development cost and potentially longer development time.
Conclusion. An SRB-X unmanned launch vehicle, as illustrated in figure 2.1-2,
relying heavily on STS SRM and SRB technology was found to have performance,
operational, and cost characteristics that would make it an effective supplement to the
Nation's space transportation system, should the need exist.
6
j
Figure 2.1-2. SRB-X Concept
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2.2 RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendations from this study are not exclusive to SRB-X alone. They also} {	 Y
deal with the general topic of SDV's that could supplement the shuttle. The rationale for rF
a
this approach is that concepts such as SRB -X and those defined in references 1 and 2 -,
have reached a level of maturity to allow an overall assessment and formulation of a l
launch vehicle plan. Accordingly, the following steps are recommended.
'	 a.	 Compare the various SDV concepts against foreseeable mixed fleet scenarios.
Several scenarios are appropriate because of the uncertainty that exists in shuttle
launch requirements and operational capability. 	 The expected output would be a
recommended concept for each scenario investigated.
b.	 Address the critical elements that must be resolved for each selected SDV-
r	
` scenario combination. Such action would allow rapid response to the possibility of
an urgent mixed-fleet requirement in the foreseeable future.
	
Conceivably, this
action may include some predevelopment effort.
F
{	 An extensive launch vehicle data base exists.
	
Action should be taken to convert
this in .-jrmation into implementation :plans for .future. needs..
^R
}
d
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3.0 CONCEPT AND CONFIGURATION TRADES
This section describes the various concepts considered and the analyses associated
with selecting a preferred concept.	 Because a very large number of configuration
options were possible, a rather complete discussion is presented to indicate how the
preferred concept was selected.
3.1 CONCEPT OPTIONS
F The development of candidate SRB-X concepts took into consideration the wide
range of payload requirements to be satisfied at the beginning of the study as well as the
large number of existing stages that could be utilized. 	 To satisfy payload needs, three
basic vehicle classes (designated A, B, and C) were identified.	 Differences between the
classes are in the numbers of boosters used at liftoff: 	 class A uses a single booster;
class B, two boosters burning in parallel; and class C, three boosters burning in parallel,
Payload targets for each class are shown in figure 3.1-1. Three- and four-stage vehicles
p
were inVestigated for each pavload destination.
The stage options considered focused heavily on the use of the STS SRM,
particularly for first- and second-stage application. 	 The segmented or component
nature of this SRM, as indicated in figure 3.1-2, provided the opportunity to use various
.^.^., combinations to form SRM's, ranging from one to five segments and consequently
_ offering a wide range of options. 	 Options available for third and fourth stages also
included derivatives of the STS SRM as well as other existing SRM's and systems using
propellant.storable and cryogenic 	 P	 p
The class A vehicle concepts identified are shown in table 3.1-1. 	 A total of 432
three- and four-stage options were identified. 	 A given concept is formulated by
combining one of the types of systems listed under each stage until a three- or
four-stage vehicle is available. Examples of several options are indicated as well as the
w
k coding method used for identification in the performance model. Also to be noted is the
. addition of strapons for this class of vehicle as a means to provide additional payload{
capability.	 The only stage option indicated that was not currently available or in
procurement as a basic system or a derivative thereof was the widebody Centaur.	 Not
included at the time of concept identification was 'the HEUS; however, it was considered
prior to the selection of the recommended configuration:
y The class B vehicle options are shown in table 3.1-2.	 Because two boosters form
` the first stage, a voider range of options exists for the first and second stages relative to
class A. Options for stages 3 and 4 are the same as for class A. A total of 432 vehicle
_
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options were also possible for the class B vehicle. Class C vehicles considered are
presented in table 3.1-3. A total of 216 options were identified. 	
l
3.2 SCREENING PROCESS OVERVIEW
The process of analyzing the large number of vehicle options and eliminating less
	 i
desirable options involved three separate steps. An overview of this process is shown in
table 3.2-1. Subsequent subsections will discuss each step in detail. The first screening
step considered the total spectrum of concept options but was confined to using ideal
delta V's. Only FWC's were considered because payload capability is a major criterion
and it was felt that if a given concept could not satisfy the requirement with FWC, it
certainly would fail with steel cases. Another major consideration was that of facility
impact. A number of class A options involved strapons and class C options provided
large payload capabilities, but many options within both classes were eliminated due to
severe facility impacts. As a result, only 12 basic configurations were considered for the
second screening.
During the second screening analvsis. the decision was made to utilize three-stage
vehicles for LEO and polar and four-stage vehicles only for GEO missions. Velocity
requirements were adjusted as a result of preliminary POST runs. Vehicle performance
was determined for both steel and FW cases. Primarily as a result of the steel case
performance assessment, the number of configuration options was reduced to six.
The final screening of the first quarter was done using delta V's from POST runs
related to each vehicle option and for each mission. The analysis also involved updated
stage performance and weight characteristics.
3.3 FIRST SCREENING ANALYSES
The primary objective of the first screening was to reduce the number of options so
a more thorough analysis could be performed on those remaining. The approach used to
accomplish the objective was to develop preliminary system characteristics in terms of
weight and propulsion data for each vehicle stage option and determine vehicle level
differences that would result in the elimination of some options.
I
33.1 System Characterization
w	 Preliminary weight estimates were established in terms of stage ,inerts, inter- ..,
- .sta*es, an 191,Ed payload shrouds. Propulsion characteristics defined included specific impulser	 « . tt' t
u .^ISp,, t,'d propellant loading.	 r
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Characteristics associated with STS SRM derivates involving one through five
segments are shown in table 3.3-1. It should be noted that the SRM's reflect use of FW
rather than steel cases. This approach was used because the lower inert weight would
give better vehicle performance; if a given concept could not satisfy performance
targets with FWC, neither could it with steel. The longitudinal expansion (0.6 in) is the
same as that used for the shuttle. Five- and three-segment motors reflect the same
nozzle as the four-segment SRM used with the shuttle. One- and two-segment motors
reflect nozzles restricted to 132-in diameter, as dictated by interstage constraints.
A complete listing of weight and propulsion characteristics for each type of stage
considered, as well as weights for other vehicle elements, is presented for class A, B, and
C vehicles, respectively, in tables 3.3-2, -3, and -4. It will be noted that differences
have been indicated for many of the characteristics for a given SRM depending on the
stage application. Interstage weights relate to the stage indicated and the stage
immediately above it. The exception is on class B and C vehicles where the interstage
between stages 1 and 2 has been included within the subsystem weights of stage 1.
Shroud weights reflect the length of the stage involved as well as a percentage of the
expected payload for the vehicle. A very preliminary estimate of unit cost is also
included and supplemental cost data are provided in table 3.3-5.
i
3.3.2 Evaluation Factors
The primary factor used to screen candidate vehicle concepts was LEO and GEO
payload capability. Key factors associated with the performance estimates are as
follows:
a. LEO orbit with altitude of 100 nmi and inclination of 28.5 deg.
b. Staging orbit for GEO missions of 100 nmi.
C.
	 Ideal delta V for all destinations.
1. LEO: 30,000 fps.
2. GEO: 44,000 fps.
d. Shroud separation immediately after second-stage separation.
e. Zero and/or first-stage burns_ initiated together.
f. Liftoff thrust-to-weight ratio based on maximum SRM thrust.
g. Burnout thrust-to-weight ratio based on average thrust.
:Ater factors, such as those that follow, were also used to evaluate and screen the
vehi(sle edn
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as	 Cost per payload pound delivered to destination.
b.	 Facility lmpact—qualitative.
c.	 Stage development cost—qualitative.
d.	 Maximum thrust-to-weight ratio of 8- -assumes tailoring could reduce to k.
e.	 Liftoff thrust-to-weight ratio exceeding 1.1.
f.	 GLOW not to exceed 6,000,000 lb.
3.3.3 Class A Vehicle Results
The performance and vehicle characteristics of each candidate (for all classes)
were compiled in the format shown in table 3.3-6. 	 In this case, a LEO mission was
performed.	 Key outputs include payload, thrust-to-weight ratio, velocity split, shroud
weight, and total liftoff weight.
Vehicle options for all classes were compared using several methods. 	 The first
6F involved a sequential listing of the best to worst, in terms of payload capability and cost
per pound of payload delivered to destination. 	 A second method was to look separately
at three- and four-stage vehicles and compare the individual stage options in ternns of
vehicle level performance.
3.3.3.1 Sequential Comparison
A partial listing of the LEO capability of class A vehicles is shown in table 3.3-7. 	 r ;
A complete listing is provided in appendix A. As would be expected, the highest payload
capability is provided by concepts using four stages, strapons, and advanced cryogenic
k	 ^'	 ;It	 upper stages (widebody Centaur). A capability of nearly 80,000 lb was provided by a
concept using four one-segment strapons, four-segment stage 1, two-segment stage 2, 	 d
one-segment stage 3, and a widebody Centaur. A total of 236 concepts satisfied the
f	 target requirement of 35,000 lb.
G
A partial listing of the cost-per-pound comparison is shown in'tabie 3.3-8. It will
be noted that the cheapest vehicle employs the use of several DOD SRM's (Sl and S3),
which is considerably different from the best payload capability vehicle. The payload
capability of this vehicle is down considerably (52,000 lb versus 80,000 lb).
The ranking of the vehicles in terms of GEO payload capability is presented in
table 3.3-9. The best vehicle for this application provides nearly 16,000 lb and includes
` most of the same elements as the best LEO vehicle, with the exception of the third
stage. A complete listing for GEO capability is also provided in appendix A. A total of
90 concepts satisfied the target value of 7000 lb.
f
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3.3.3.2 Stage-by-Stage Comparison
In this comparison, a reference vehicle was selected and each stage was investi-
gated separately using its various options to determine their impacts. The abbreviations
and codes used for this comparison are shown in figure 3.3-1. Comparison of three-stage
vehicles is presented in tables 3 .3-10 and -11. Four -stage vehicles are compared in
tables 3.3-12 and -13.
3.3.33 Conclusions and Recommendations
The conclusions and observations resulting from the class A analysis are presented
in table 3.3 -14. The concepts recommended for further investigation and supporting
rationale are presented in table 3.3 -15. It will be noted that the concepts have been
grouped into "families" with a three-stage vehicle being used for polar missions and a
fourth stage (Centaur) added to provide maximum LEO and GEO capability.
3.3.4 Class B Vehicle Results
3.3.4.1 Sequential Comparison
A partial fisting of LEO and GEO capability for class B vehicles is shown in
tables 3.3 - 16 and -17, respectively. A complete listing of those concepts satisfying the
screening criteria is provided in appendix A. In the case of LEO capability, nearly
85,000 lb was possible with a configuration consisting of: two four -segment SRB's for
stage 1, one five-segment SRB for stage 2, one one-segment SRB for stage 3, and a
widebody Centaur for stage 4. A total of 38 concepts satisfied the target requirement of
65,000 lb, with all involving four -stage vehicles.
Maximum GEO capability obtained was nearly 15,300 lb. The associated configura-
tion was considerably different from the LEO vehicle inasmuch as stage 1 employed two
five -segment SRB 's; stage 2, one two-segment SRB; stage 3, a Titan second stage;
however, stage 4 was common in the form of the widebody Centaur. The maximum LEO
capability vehicle was not far behind in terms of GEO capability at 15,000 lb. A total of
32 concepts provided the target payload of 12,000 lb.
3.3.4.2 Stage-by-Stage Comparison
Again, this comparison investigated each stage, one at a time, and the options
associated with that stage in terms of vehicle level impact. Comparison of three-stage
vehicles is presented in tables 3.3-18 and -19 and four-stage vehicles in tables 3.3-20
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and -21. Some of the more interesting concepts are summarizer! in table 3.3 -22.	 i
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3.3.4.3 Conclusions and Recommendations
The conclusions and observations resulting from the class B analysis are presented
in table 3.3-23. Five concepts are recommended for further consideration, as shown in
table 3.3-24.	 ,
3.3.5 Class C Vehicle Results
This particular class of vehicle appeared to have the least amount of interest
partly because other SDV concepts were more adapted to providing such large payload
capability. Accordingly, this class received the least amount of analysis. A list of some
investigated concepts is in table 3.3-25. It can be observed that three-stage vehicles of
this class do not come close to satisfying the LEO target of 95,000 lb or the GEO target
of 17,000 lb; a number of four-stage concepts satisfied both targets. It was recom-
mended that class C vehicles not be investigated further at this time because: (1) other
SD'V's, such as those using 1.02/LH2 in the lower stages, offer better capability; (2) there
is very little evidence of relatively near-term payload requiring this much mass; and
(3) the three parallel-burn first-stage boosters would press the limit of KSC launch
platforms and be incompatible with those available at VAFB.
3.3.6 Summary and Recommendations
Some of the more interesting concepts for each vehicle class are summarized in
table 3.3-26 to enable a class-to-class comparison. The observations made from these
data are as follows:
a. Titan strapons make class A competitive with class B and offer the potential for
using Titan facilities.
b. Vehicle core (selected second, third, and fourth stages) could be common between
class A and class B.
C.	 Class C vehicles offer considerable payload but approach facility modification
feasibility limits—no additional effort warranted.
The recommendations from the first screening are as follows:
a. Pursue both class A and class B vehicles as indicated in their respective sections.
b. Strapon class A versus class B is key trade.
C.
	 SRM second stage for both classes requires further investigation.
1. One segment versus two segment for class A.
2. Two segment versus four segment for class B.
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d.	 Compare Titan second stage, Centaur, and MIX first stage for SRB-X third-stage
application. a
e.	 Maintain MSFC configurations 3 and 6 as references. a
f.	 If possible, develop evolutionary story of class A to class B (e.g., strapons, common
upper stage core). j
g.	 No further assessment of widebody Centaur since payload target can be met with
standard D-IT.
3.4 SECOND SCREENING ANALYSES
' A second screening analysis was initiated to further reduce the number of options
and to address factors resulting from review of the first screening. 	 These factors
A
k	 ;
included the following. First, consideration of several new stage options: the Titan first
stage as SRB-X stage 2 and the Delta second stage for SRB-X stage 3. 	 Secondly, =m,
reconsideration of a derivative of the MX first stage for SRB- - X stage 3 application.
This was the result of the concern associated with the phaseout of the Titan vehicle.
Finally, evaluation of the options for the condition of the STS SRM and derivatives using
f steel rather than filament wound cases. This factor was the result of the uncertainty at 3
this point in time regarding the reusability and cost of the FWC. This particular analysis
was accomplished using two separate steps.
3.4.1 Preliminary Assessment i
As a result of the first FWC coarse screening, 10 launch vehicle configuration
families were recommended for further analysis.
	
Consideration of the stage options
' mentioned above increased this number to 12.
Stage and vehicle element characteristics used in the preliminary assessment are r
shown in tables 3.4- 1 and -2.	 Again, inerts for the STS SRM derivatives reflect steel j
cases. The other change relative to the characteristics used in the first screening is that
shroud weights have been changed against fourth as well as third stages.
Vehicle level performance and other characteristics associated with the candidate
p configurations are shown in tables 3 .4-3 and -4.	 These data led to the conclusion that
i four vehicle families and one individual configuration should be dropped from any further
r
f<
assessment. These include the followings 6
' Family	 Confi uration
	
Rationale
Al	 T05-4-1-C	 Other strapon configurations
s	 #b offer better performance and
equivalent facility impact.
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A2	 4-1-T2-0	 Performance no better than A3;
4-1-T2'-C	 does -not provide evolution to 	 j
class B vehicles.
A5	 1(2)-4-1-T2-0 	 Inferior to A4..
1(2)-4-1-1'2-C
B5	 4(2)-4-1-0	 Insufficient polar performance
with three stages. Primary reason
4(2)-4-1-C
	
is high inert weight of stage f^
3.
B7	 3(2)-Tl-T2-0	 seasonable payload; structural
3(2)-T1-T2-C	 Integrity not assessed but is very 	 j
suspect.
s
3.42 Final Assessment
The nine remaining configurations are indicated in table 3.4-5. 	 The performance
c analysis of these configurations relative to the first screening involved the following
adjustments:	 (1) jettisoning of shroud at 1 psf rather than at end of second-stage burn 	 a
(2) use of a coast maneuver after second-stage burn, and (3)° .more optimum ladnch
trajectories (velocity requirements) as a result of POST runs. 	 In terms of stag„,
characteristics, it was aiso decided to determine performance for STS SRM's using both
steel and FW cases.
	 Characteristics of candidate stages involving steel SRM's were
previously shown in tables 3.4-1 arts± -2. An equivalent set of data, except for the use of
FWC SRM, is presented in tables 14 "6 and -7. A final performance adjustment revised
payload requirements to relate to time periods rather than to classes of vehicles.	 In
addition, if passible, it would be desirable to satisfy polar requiri ; gents with three-stage
vehicles due to height considerations. The revised viewpoint on requirements is follows.
^'" ayload (1000 lb)
Revised performance requirements	 1987-90	 1991-95
Steel cases if possible
Three stages for LEO and polar	 40 and 30	 45 and 35
Four stages for GEO	 8	 12
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The results for LEO, polar, and GEO missions are indicated in figures 3.4-1, -2, and
-3, respectively. The charts are formatted to indicate the performance if steel cases
are used and the incremental increases in payloads should all STS SRM's within a vehicle
use FWC's. From a performance standpoint, the assessment of these configurations is
presented in table 3.4-8. Six configurations are judged to merit further examination.
The principal characteristics of these configurations are summarized in figure
3.4-4. The first configura• uon listed under each vehicle is that used for polar; the second
is for GEO mission. In all cases, the first two stages use SRB's. The third stage is the
Titan core second stage (T2) in all configurations except B6. In this configuration, the
third stage is similar to the MX first stage (S1). The A3 vehicle is a pure class A type
vehicle. To satisfy the polar performance, a storable fourth stage was necessary in the
form of the D2 (Delta core stage 2—a cluster of four units). The A4 configuration
employs the use of two Titan 5-1/2 segment strapons. The B2 and B3 vehicles show the
influence of different second stages; and B6, the impact of using a different third stage.
Configuration B4 illustrates the height advantage resulting from using three-segment
rat,",er than four-segment first-siege SRB's. Payload capability for the vehicles when
using steel cases is at least 39,000 lb to polar and 9000 lb to GEO. A significant
difference does exist in terms of height and GLOW. At this point, only the B4
configuration fits within the current STS facility constraints at WTR and ETR (hook
height of 198 ft), although B3 and B6 could be modified to be compatible. Key issues
addressed in the third screening are also indicated.
F_
iR
r
3.5 THIRD SCREENING ANALYSES
This section describes the analyses of the six configurations resulting from the
second screening (see fig. 3.4-4) and concludes with the recommendation of a single
concept. Analyses were performed only in those areas that would serve to establish
technical feasibility of the concepts and/or indicate key differences between concepts
that would contribute to the selection of the preferred concept. Technical areas
analyzed and key issues are as follows:
a. Propulsion—SRM thrust tailoring and weight and performance update; improved
liquid third stage.
b. Structures—Capability of existing systems to sustain SRB-X design conditions.
C.
	
Performance—Update payload capability.
d. Flight control—Ability to follow flightpath and thrust vector control needs.
e. Facilities—STS versus Titan launch sites and extent of modification.
f. Cost—SRM and facility DDT&E.
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The following sections summarize the technical areas and assess the configurations
leading to a preferred concept.
t
3.5.1 Propulsion Characterization
3.5.1.1 SRM ApAysis
The configurations investigated during the third screening included the basic STS
four-segment SRM and derivatives involving one, two, three, and four segments. One
configuration also involved the use of an MX first-stage SRM derivative. A summary of
their characteristics is presented in the following paragraph. Further description of each
SRM in terms of trades, design concept, and performance features and parametrics is
presented in subsequent paragraphs.
Summary. Characteristics of SRM's used in the third screening analysis are
summarized in table 3.5.1-1. In most cases, inert weights of the motor cases have been
revised from the data available early in the study as a result of further design analysis
} performed by Thiokol. All derivative SRM's had the goal of maximum use of existing
hardware. Specific impulses were also improved for several SRM's as a result of more
detailed ballistics analysis and higher expansion ratios. Expansion ratios indicated for
one- and two-segment motors were the result of the nozzle being restricted in exit
diameter so it would have sufficient clearance within a 146-in-diameter interstage. The
expansion ratios for the three-segment SRM operating as a first stage and the four-
segment SRM as a second stage were kept the same as the standard four-segment SRM in
order to minimize development cost at the expense of a performance penalty. The
characteristics of the S1 motor reflect use of the MX first-stage case; however,
expansion ratio and grain design are all new.
One-Segment SRM. One-segment SRM designs were analyzed as upper stages. The
data that follow relate specifically to configuration A4; however, within indicated
constraints, they are applicable to any other SRB-X configuration previously discussed.
^i
The major constraints included (1) restricting the nozzle to a 132-in diameter since
it would be enclosed within a 146-in-diameter interstage and (2) a thrust-time profile
that would not result in any more than 3.5g's for the vehicle.
Two motor designs were analyzed for the one-segment motor, both meeting the
design constraints previously discussed. A comparison of the characteristics is shown in
table 3.5.1-2. In each design, the burn rate was lowered as much as possible by tailoring
the existing SRM propellant. With burn times of 215 and 185 sec for the two designs, the
3
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motor impulse is delivered without exceeding 3•0g1s. Higher performance potential is
inherent in the A configuration because of higher propellant loading and delivered Isp.
Nevertheless, configuration B was chosen for trajectory work because its propellant
grain design is closer to that of the STS SRM.
The configuration B one-segment SRM design is shown in figure 3.5.1-1. This
approach fuses the forward casting segment case sections and the aft dome from the
STS SRM. The new nozzle design has a D  = 22.0 in and a D NEP = 132 in, resulting in an
initial expansion ratio of 36. Propellant grain casting will load the forward segment with
similar tooling to the present STS SRM. The number of slots is reduced to five for this
design and the slot length is reduced by 101 in. The aft dome will be cast separately.
Pressure-time and thrust-time histories are shown for the configuration B one-segment
motor in figure 3.5.1-2. These data satisfy limits on MEOP and keep vehicle
acceleration substantially below 3.0g 1s. Better performance was potentially available by
optimizing the thrust profile.
	
Two-Segment SRM. Several promising SRB-X designs used two segment SRM'- for
	
-
the vehicle's second stage, including configurations A3, B3 9 B4, and B6. The constraints
were the same as for the one-segment SRM regarding g level and nozzle diameter. A
	
larger nozzle diameter is possible for the B configuration since it is not surrounded by an 	 j
interstage; however, this investigation was delayed until a later date.
The two-segment SRM concept shown in figure 3.5.1-3 uses case sections from a
forward segment, a center segment, and the aft dome of the ST.5 SRM. For a non-
recoverable stage, the heavier stiffener case sections of an aft segment are not required
since water impact is not a design factor, and the external tank (ET) attach section is
not needed for the strut arrangement of configurations B3 and B6. Thrust tailoring was
defined to keep vehicle accelerations below 3.Og's. Propellant burn rate was reduced to
0.28 in/sec resulting in a motor burn time -of 186 sec. Propellant grain design is similar
to that for the STS SRM, but the length of the elevon slots in the forward segment is
reduced by 101 in and inhibitors are removed from the ends of the grain.
Baseline performance for this motor was based on an initial expansion ratio of 18
which was established because of a 132-in-diameter limit for the exit cone. Thrust and
pressure time history for the SRM is presented in figure 3.5.1-4.
Three-Segment SRM. The three-segment SRM was used as a first stage for
configuration B4. The basic configuration was obtained by removing one of the center
segments from the standard four-segment SRM. Several options were considered
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relative to performance characteristics. A comparison of these options is shown in
table 3.5.1-3. A burn time of 130 sec was selected because of low cost and acceptable
performance. The 110-sec burn option had a higher thrust and, thus, less gravity loss but
also had dynamic pressures of approximately 1000 psf and, consequently, was not
selected. The key features of the selected three-segment SRM are shown in figure
3.5.1-5 with the thrust history shown in figure 3.5.1 -6.
Four Segment SRM—Stage 1. The four-segment SRM for stage 1 application was
used in configurations A3, B2, B3, and B6. The SRM is by definition the same as that
used for the shuttle. No additional performance or weight data are provided beyond
those previously shown in table 3.5.1-1.. The common elements between steel and
filament wound cases are shown in figure 3.5.1-7.
Four-Segment SRM—Stage 2. The four-segment SRM as a -"cond stage had appli-
cation only with the B2 vehicle concept. Three options were considered to provide a
vehicle acceleration level. of 3.5g or less. The comparison of the options is shown in
table 3.5.1-4. Option A reduced burn rate and maintained the same nozzle as the high-
performance motor (HPM); option B removed inhibitors from the end segments and
reduced burn rate; and option C lowered the burn rate and reduced the nozzle throat.
Option B was judged to offer the best overall characteristics. The characteristics of the
4
	
	 selected motor are provided in table 3.5.1-5 and figure 3.5.1-8. Parametrics dealing
with the sensitivity of Isp and nozzle length and weight versus expansion ratio are
f presented in figures 3.5.1-9, -10, and -11. Vehicle level performance trades have
indicated that although higher Isp's are possible, the additional nozzle weight eliminates
most of its benefit.
MX-Type First Stage (SO —Stage 3. A derivative of the MX first stage was defined
for application as an SRB-X third stage in the B6 configuration (4(2)-2-5'1). The basic
MX first-stage SRM is shown in figure 3.5.1-12. The SRM uses a filament wound case
and TP-H1202 propellant. Thrust and pressure time histories are shown in figure
3.5.1-13. The greatest challenge in the use of this SRM was tailoring the thrust profile
to provide a vehicle acceleration level no greater than 3.5g's. Several nozzle expansion
ratios were investigated and are compared in table 3.5.1-6. Because this option was
being considered as an alternative to the Titan second (T2) stage, it was decided the
lengths of these two candidates should be the same. Accordingly, an expansion ratio of
50 was found to provide a length comparable to the stretch version of the Titan second
stage, which is described in the next paragraph.
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3.5:1.2 Liquid Stages
The first screening analysis of some of the final six configurations (A3 and B4)
indicated a LEO and polar performance deficiency when using only three stages. During
the second screening analysis, a storable fourth stage was added to these configurations
In the form of a cluster of four Delta care stage 21s. A more effective means of
providing approximately the same total Imp;se was employed for the third screening by
using a stretch version of the Titan core stage It (called T2S), Involving an Increase of
41,000 lb In propellant loading. Primary benefits were shorter leng th, less Inert weight,
and less Integration complexity. Characteristics follow.
Characteristic (4) Delta stg e 2 T2S
W 	 (1000 lb) 31,300 107,4001 s (sec) 319 318
lnerts,1000 lb) 7000 8300
Delta L (ft)—beyond basic T2 +20 +7
Diameter (ft) 15 10
Issues Integration complexity Minimum
{ Control/avionics
3.3.2 Structural Analysis
A preliminary loads and structures af-zessment was performed on typical class A
and B vehicles considered during the third screening. The Investigated vehicles are those
A3, B3 ^ and B4. Keas Sdesignated	 characteristics for the vehicles are shown In fI ure^	 g	 y
3.3.2-1. These vehicles were analyzed for axial load and bending moment effects on
stage 1 and 2 SRM's and on upper stage structures. In addition, preliminary weight
differences concerning the payload shroud for these configurations were Identified.
3.3.2.1 Design Load
Axial load #actors far the three typical vehicles are presented In table 3.5.2-1.
Operation of stages 1, 3, and 4 shows relatively low factors. The axial load factor shown
for stage 2 operation reflects the use of a square thru , A trace, which was all that was
available at the time. Use of a square thrust trace resulted In an axial load factor In
^- excess of 6g's and Indicated a requirement for a substantially regressed thrust trace..
Since thrust regression yields decreased performance, the degree, of thrust regression
was subsequently targeted to be no larger than that necessary to ensure that payloads
would experience acceleration levels equivalent to those provided by the shuttle. The
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SRB-X load factors that would yield the same acceleration levels are indicated in table
3.5.2-2.	 Shuttle payloads are designed for an axial load factor of 4.5g ultimate (3.2g
limit times 1.4 UFS) for both liftoff transient and boost conditions. 	 This ultimate load
v	 ^
factor lim ^.tation applies to SRB-X. However, because SRB-X is an unmanned system for
which UFS = 1.25 applies, it is possible to allow SRB-X to be subjected to an axial load
factor greater than the shuttle's 3.2g limit.	 If the SRB-X axial load factor is restrained
to 3.6g limit (3.2g x 1.4—x- PS ), 100% shuttle payload compatibility is ensured. A factor i.
of 4.5g is possible but is peculiar to payload design.
The key trajectory parameters leading to the structural design max q-alpha value
F
are shown in table 3 .5.2-3.	 Liftoff steady state thrust-to-weight (T/W) ratios for
vehicles A3, B3, and B4 are 1.26, 1.55, and 1.64, respectively. These variations in liftoff
t
k	 i:T[W result in considerable variations in both maximum dynamic pressure (max q) and in
3
the flight parameters and conditions at which max q occurs.
	 Structural design max
q-alpha values were obtained by assuming that the vehicle angle of attack (alpha) at max
._	
s
q can be approximated by applying a 180-ft/sec velocity vector at a right angle to the
vehicle relative velocity. The resulting structural design max q-alpha values ( !b/f t2 _deg )
for vehicles A3, B3, and B4 are 3640, 6020, and 6700, respectively.
The distribution of bending moment resulting from the max q-alpha condition is
indicated in figure 3.5.2-2 for vehicles A3, B3, and B4. Maximum bending moment values
and locations are as follows:
a.	 A3 vehicle: 43 x 10 6 in- lb at aft end of stage 2 SRM (SRM unpressurized). l
b.	 B3 vehicle: 47 x 10 6 in-!b near center of stage 3 (T2 stage).
C.
	
B4 vehicle: 56 x 106 in-!b near center of stage 3 (T2 stage). t	 M	 i
3.5.2.2 SRM-Structural Assessment
9
The structural capability of an SRM is generally expressed in terms of pure axial
load and pure bending moment, where tension /tension side capability is governed by
segment joint strength and compression /compression side capability is governed by case
buckling.	 The capability of a shuttle SRM lightweight steel case to carry ultimate
7
externally applied loads (pure axial load, pure bending moment) is indicated in table
3.5.2-4 for the unpressurized condition and for a typical pressurized condition of 660 psi
for vehicles A3, B3, and B4. 	 A comparison of maximum applied loads to applied load
capability of the SRM 's is in figure 3.5.2-3.
	
As indicated, the applied loads capability of
a shuttle SRM lightweight steel case is several orders of magnitude greater than the
worst case externally applied loads.
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3.3.2.3 Structural Integration--Payload/Upper Stages/Shroud
The second structural area of investigation was that of establishing a concept for
sustaining bending moment, axial load, and lateral load in the upper pp-rtion of the
vehicle—specifically the structural interfaces involving the payload, uA ,,,+r stagers, and	
•f
shroud. The analyses were performed for a GEO mission with the indicated payload
characteristics and a center of gravity (CG) 40% above the truss adapter. The selected
concept is shown in figure 3.5.2-4 and includes a 16.7-ft-diameter shroud, approximately
122 ft in length. Utilization of existing upper stages requires that the aerodynar.?ic
bending moment be load shared between the upper stages and shroud by means of a
standard forward bearing reaction (FBR) system. The FBR also minimizes the diameter
of the shroud for a given payload diameter as it reduces the amount of relative motion
between shroud and payload. Shrouding of the Centaur was the result of thermal
considerations. The Titan core stage II is included within the shroud because it did not
have sufficient strength to sustain the maximum bending moment. Data supporting the
selected concept are presented in subsequent paragraphs.
=Centaur D-IT Assessment. Principal areas concerning, the use of the Centaur D-IT
involved the applicability of its FBR system, truss adapter, and strength of the fuel tank
to sustain the expected loads.
The key features of the FBR, as used with Centaur within a 14-ft-diameter
Centaur standard shroud, are shown in figure 3.5.2-5. The FBR consists of a lateral
system of struts (plus installation and separation provisions) which attaches to the
Centaur stage stub adapter forward ring. 'The FBR provides interactive load support
during launch transient conditions and prevents excessive relative deflection of shroud to
payload during maximum aerodynamic loading. Additionally, its use allows shroud
diameter to be minimized. The existing system is designed to an omnidirectional shear
plane limit load of 20,000 lb and 20,000 Win spring constant. in the event that excessive
shroud aerodynamic load is to be imposed on Centaur, the stiffness of the system can be
lowered to avoid Centaur redesign. SRB-X utilization of the existing Centaur FBR struts
is an assessment issue.
The constraints of the existing D-IT truss adapterrea,ative to the anticipated GEO
payloads for SRB-X are shown in figure 3.5.2-6. The GEO payload weight range of
interest varies from a minimum of 8000 lb (first quarter design goal) to a maximum of
129 000 lb (A4 configuration).. The existing D-IT truss adapter was designed to
accommodate an 8000-1b payload having its CG located 1.90 in about the truss adapter.
If this is reduced to 125 in, payload weight capability increases to 12,000 lb. Relative to
94
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ra 42-ft payload, the foregoing distances range from adequate ( 190 in) to marginally
acceptable (125 in). 	 The use of an FBR at the upper edge of the Centaur stage stub
adapter is required to obtain the foregoing payload capabilities.
The airload normal to the shroud versus the allowable FBR limit design load based
j on the existing FBR design, D-IT strength capability, and T2 strength capability is shown l
in 'figure 3.5.2-7.
	 Because an FBR is designed to transfer a sizeable fraction of the
airload normal to the shroud, it follows that use of the existing FBR design appears
adequate at max q-alpha values under 5000 psf-deg (the probable range of interest for i
F the next level of analysis) but marginal at higher values.
	 (It will be marginal at the
higher q-alpha values only if the shroud weight is adversely affected.)
The D-IT fuel tank structural compatibility is shown in figure 3.5.2-8 by indicating, i
as a function of ultimate equivalent axial load (compression), the pressure differential
required across the fuel tank sidewall (lower end). Pressure differential requirements for =	 .,
A3, B3, and B4 vehicle applications, for the structural design max q-alpha condition with
FBR	 =	 20,000	 lbf,	 are	 17.0,	 15.9,	 and	 14.9	 psia,
	 respectively.	 These pressure ".
requirements are achievable within the capability of the current ullage lockup pressure.
The ullage lockup pressure required for the D-IT fuel tank is presented in table 3.5.2-5.
:k The tillage lockup pressure requirement derives from the pressure differential required 9	 {,
'f across the fuel tank sidewall (lower end), fuel head pressure, and shroud internal
pressure.	 Ullage lockup pressure requirements for A3, B3, and B4 vehicle applications
are 19. 1, 20. 1, and 20.9 psia, respectively. These pressure requirements are less than the
current lockup pressure capability of 23.1 psia.
t
Titan Stage II (SRB-X Stage 3) Assessment.
	 Structural compatibility of the Titan
stage II (T2) for SRB-X application is shown in figure 3.5.2-9. For comparison purposes, i
the load-carrying requirements at the forward and aft interfaces, for the structural
design max q-alpha condition with FBR = 20,000 lbf, are presented for the conditions of
' an enshrouded stage and a shrouded stage. As indicated, the T2 stage requires shrouding i
for A3, B3, and B4 vehicle applications to restrict applied loads to acceptable values. (In
addition, for B3 and B4 vehicle applications, the T2 stage: requires shrouding to effect y
,o nearly 100% jettisoning of stage 1 forward cluster structure.)
L "}i p9	 }
r	 }^ 3.5.2.4 Payload Shro .•d Weights
5
Shroud weight data are presented in figure 3.5.2-10.
	 Shroud weights shown for =,
vehicle configurations A3, A4, and B2 reflect a Centaur standard shroud data base, as do
'	 # the 'forward shroud sections for vehicle configurations B3, B4, and B6.
	 Aft shroud
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• 	 1
section weights for configurations B3, B4, and B6 are estimated weights reflecting the
"interstage" function of the structure. 	 i
k
15.3 Performance
Payload capability of the finial six concepts was updated to reflect revisions made	 Y
during the third screening regarding stage performance, weight characteristics, and
trajectory parameters such as Ideal velocity requirements. Payload capability was
determined for LEO, and GEO destinations.
y 	 1
3.5.3.1 Stage and Trajectory Characteristics
The basic ground rules used in the third screening performance analysis are shown
in table 3.5.3-1. The ideal velocities associated with each of the concepts are presented 	 a
in table 3.5.3-2. The variations between concepts for a given destination are the result
of differences in thrust-to-weight ratios, particularly for the first stage and the resulting
effect on gravity losses.
Mission destination (103 fps)	 ^_	 a
Concept	 LEO	 Polar	 GEO
A3	 29.6	 31.3	 44.2
	
rq
A4	 29 0	 30 5	 43 5
B2	 29.8	 31.1	 44.3
B3	 29.5	 30.8	 43.5
B4	 29.5	 31.1	 44.0	 i
B6	 29.5	 31.0	 44.0 r
Performance and weight characteristics for the stages and vehicle elements are
presented in table 3.5.3-3. Relative to charcteristics presented for previous screenings,
the indicated characteristics reflect a more accurate definition of the systems in 	 .
addition to several changes in format. One change is that the interstage between stages
1 and 2 is now shown assigned against the stage 1 interstage rather than as part of the
inerts. The second change is the method of calculating the shroud weights, with
differences reflecting destination as well as type of vehicle.
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Table 3.5.3-2. Mission Ideal Velocities
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E 9.5,3.2 Payload Capability
~ LEO performance capability is shown in figure 3.5.3-1. The requirements for this
mission are judged to be* the least definitive of the three destinations investigated.
There does appear to be some merit, however, in the ability to launch IUS-class payloads
since this upper stage will be used at least up through the late 1980 's.	 Growth versions
E of the IUS which could place 7000 lb in GEO from LEO would require a delivery
capability to LEO of approximately 45 0 000 lb. Should the same system be delivered by
an STS, the launch weight would be approximately 51,000 lb with the difference being inf
the airborne support equipment (ASE).	 Performance capabilities for the three -stage
configuration options are presented for both steel and filament wound case motors.
Several vehicles (133, B4 with T2S, and B6) satisfy the early IUS requirements even when
using steel rases.	 Essentially all concepts satisfy the growth IUS when FWC 's are used.
Also 'indicated is the payload capability of the B3 using four stages. 	 Operating in this
' mode and with FWC's, the B3 could deliver approximately 62,000 lb to LEO.
Polar capability comparisons are shown in figure 3.5.3-2. 	 It should also be noted
F h	 indicated	 • 	 s	 S	 synchronous	 b	 rather th	 polar 	t ' = 501 0 degthat the i 	 ^c	 capabilityis ror Sun s n^ „  orbit 	 ^^.e 	 ..a..	 ^ a^ ^ - .,
Accordingly, for i = 90 deg, add 1500 lb to the indicated payload. 	 The assumed 1987-90
payload requirement of 30,000 Ibis judged to provide the same effective payload as the
STS 32,000-1b requirement with the difference! associated with the ASE. The additional
5000 lb for the 1991-95 time period was judgmental. Again, it should be noted that the
A3 and B4 configurations require a stretch T2 in order to be competitive. 	 Several
configurations (B3,
	
, B6) can nearly satisfy the far-term requirement using steel cases;4
and with FWC, they can approach 40,000 lb into a polar orbit.
GEO performance capability is shown in figure 3.5.3-3. All performance assumes a w
,.; standard Centaur D-IT (Wp = 30,000 lb) as tt4e fourth stage. 	 It should also be noted, the
' indicated capability does not reflect performance optimization for any stage in the
i vehicle but does include a trajectory for each configuration which has reasonable gravity
` losses and maximum dynamic pressure characteristics.	 The early time frame perform
ance goal is greater than that assumed for the growth IUS and the 1990-95 value
corresponds to STS/Centaur capability.
"r All options evaluated exceed the 1987-90 performance goals even when using steel
s SRM cases. Several options (B3, B4, B6), when ►sing F`wC SRM's, exceed the later time {
F frame performance goals and approach a GEO delivery capability of 13,000 lb. Further
performance optimization, particularly in the area of second-stage optimization, is
K expected to increase the value to nearly 15,000 lb.
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3.5.4 Stability and Control
The stability and control analyses investigated several areas: (1) static stability in
pitch and yaw, (2) dynamic rigid stability in pitch, and (3) need for load alleviation. For
the most part, these assessments were made against the A3, B3, and B4 configurations as
they were judged to be the most challenging from a stability and control standpoint.
3.5.4.1 Static Stability,
Static stability was measured by the margin or ratio of the torque capability from
the thrust vector control (TVC) to the torque caused by wind disturbances. Comparison
of the pitch static stability of the configurations is shown in table 3.5.4-1. The B4
configuration margin falls below the preliminary target because of 10 short thrust vector
moment arm. The yaw static stability comparison is shown in table 3.5.4-2 for the class
B vehicles, Values for class A vehicles are the same as for pitch since they involve a
single booster for the first stage. The data Indicate that yaw margin appears marginally
acceptable for the B configurations; but it should be noted that the pitch and yaw
assessment at this time does not include any load alleviation, which would considerably
reduce the dynamic pressure.
3.5.4.2 Rigid Body Dynamic Simulation
The rigid body dynamic simulation assessed, in a real-time sense, whether the
control system can follow the commanded flightpath angle and overcome the disturb-
ance. Comparison of the three vehicles is presented in table 3.5.4-3, while figure 3.5.4-1
shows the time simulation history of the A3 and 53 vehicles. Assuming a factor of 4
between the first mode bending frequency and the control frequency indicates the A3 	 t
configuration shows significant flightpath errors because of the low bending frequency
and resulting slow responsiveness of the control system.
TVC requirements for the B4 are more demanding because of its relatively short
moment arm. Figure 3.5.4-2 indicates over 60% of the gimbal capability must be used to
provide the necessary control, whereas 50% was the desired goal.
E
3.5.4.3 Other Observations
Although a flexible body analysis has not been performed, an observation can be
made relative to vehicles with high length-to-diameter ratios. Historically, the vehicles
`	 tend to present significant challenges because their control systems have to provide
F active damping rather than the structures providing passive damping from their own
stiffness. Accordingly, the class A vehicles are viewed as undesirable from a stability
and control standpoint:
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.3.5.5 Facilities Analysis
The facility analysis up through the third screening had three major ,objectives: to
(1) identify the facility requirements associated with each of the ,final six configurations,
(2) assess the applicability of candidate launch facilities, and (3) assess the impact of
each configuration at the selzcted launch facility.
3.5.5.1 Requirements
The types of facility requirements identified for each configuration are indicated
in figure 3.5.5-1. Propellant umbilicals are required for stage 3 (N 204/Aero-50) and
stage 4 (LO2/LH2). All stage elements require electrical and data interfaces with the 	 ? *!
facilities. Integration of the payload with shroud and attachment to the launch vehicle
presents a requirement considerably different from the STS. Changeout or removal of
the payload at the pad is also viewed as a desirable feature. x`he height of the vehicle 	 y
and its various elements influences the servicing platforms used during assembly and at
the launch pad. The GLOW of each vehicle is used to` assess the ground transportation 	 {
system used to move the vehicle from an assembly area to launch pad. 	 V
3.5.5.2 Facility Selection
The Second facility task was to assess the applicability of Titan, STS, or other
facilities for use by the SRB-X beginning in 1987-88. A summary assessment of the
facility options, as well as major needs imposed by the configurations, is presented in
table 3.5.5-1. The Titan facilities at WTR were found unacceptable due to scheduling
constraints, while those at ETR were severely limited in terms of capability and 	 j
provisions. In summary, use of Titan facilities at ETR and WTR does not appear to be
compatible with the SRB-X requirements.
Use of STS facilities appears to be the most promising. At WTR, use of-SLC-6 also
presents some rigid schedule constraints in terms of not jeopardizing the first STS
launch. Several configurations, (B4, B3, and B6) do have height characteristics that
would allow use of existing servicing and assembly facilities. The other configurations
t required more extensive modifications. STS facilities at ETR offer more flexibility
because of the availability of a second launch pad (LC-39B). All configurations could be
accommodated with varying degrees of modification to the fixed service structure (FSS).
Other facilities considered were those associated with Saturn I and IB launches. At
this time, all that would be useful is the land, so these were ruled out from further
consideration.
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k3.5A1,36Tacilities Impact Assessment
.A,=d}scd'ssloim of the impact of each of the six configurations on STS facilities at
KSC and VAFB follows.
KSC Facilities. The principal facilities investigated for impact were the vehicle
assembly building (VAB), mobile launcher platform (MLP), and the pad.
It has been assumed that VAB high bay (HB)-4 would become available for SRB-X
stacking. ET processing would be done in HB -2 and STS processing in HB-1 and HB-3.
The primary difference between the six configurations in this area is that of the access
platforms required to complete assembly and checkout, as indicated in figure 3.5.5-2.
Due to their height, configurations A3 and A4 are the most demanding.
The MLP supports the vehicle from the time of assembly start until launch. The
impact of the configurations on the MLP is presented in table 3.5.5-2. All configurations
require new umbilical provisions. Because the A4 has three SRM 's burning at liftoff, a
new flame hole will be required. The outside SRM's for A4 (strapons) as well as the
parallel burn motors for the B configurations are located in the same position as for the
shuttle. All B configurations will require a pedestal to allow the stacking of the core.
Launch complex (LC) 39B has been assumed to support SRB-X as well as the STS.
The goal was not to have any modifications to preclude the IOC of 1986 for this LC. The
facilities of concern at the pad include the FSS and rotating service structure (RSS).
Comparison of configurations for impact on these fricilities is shown in table 3.5.5-3.
Again, vehicle height becomes the key factor in differences regarding increases in the
height of the FSS. Vehicle height also contributed to differences between vehicles
regarding the location of umbilicals for payload access and hypergol servicing. Common
features that are variations from the current facilities include the need for a new crane
and umbilicals for servicing the payload and Centaur.
VAFB Facilities. The launch complex to be used is SLC-6, which is the same as
that used by the STS. Principal facilities considered at this launch site included the
mobile service tower (MST), launch mount (LM), and access tower (AT). The comparison
of configurations for their impact on these facilities is presented in table 15.5-4. Again,
vehicle height is the main factor, which results in differences in the degree of impact.
In this case, the problem is so severe that configurations A3, A4, and B2 are rejected
because of constraints imposed by the MST in terms of height modifications. These
modifications are viewed as impossible due to scheduling conflicts with the STS
operations. Due to cost, a new MST also appears to be out of the question.
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Configurations B3 and B6 are taller than the current capabilities of the MST; but both
are judged to have the potential for reduction by approximately 10 ft, thus becoming
compatible.
Access platforms and umbilical needs are similar to those required at KSC. These
provisions would be incorporated in the MST and AT.
In summary, facilities are a differentiator for SRB -X at WTR— to the extent that
concepts A3, A4, and B2 are not compatible. Remaining concepts B3, B4, and B6 can be 	 j
accommodated at both KSC and VAFB with straightforward modifications of existing
STS facilities on a noninterference basis with STS operation.
3.3.6 ROM Cost
Although a complete estimate of development cost for each configuration was not
scheduled for the first quarter, a preliminary estimate was made in terms of differences
concerning the SRM's and facilities. The following paragraphs present the cost data
concerning each area, as well as total Impact on each vehicle.
i
Y
i
4
c
3.5.6.1 SRM Cost
To support identification of concept differences, preliminary estimates were made
for each SRM in terms of DDT&E and unit cost, with the results shown in table 3.5.6-1,.
The DDT&E cost is strongly influenced by the number of qualification firings required to
verify performance and the amount of propellant required for each firing. Those SRM's
indicated as requiring three firings have different burn times and/or a different
operating environment relative to the standard SRM. Five firings are suggested for
motors that also incorporate new nozzles. The other aspect of the DDT&E cost is that
associated with the basic design and analytical effort required for each SRM. A
summary of the basic; design effort and/or extent of modifications or new hardware is
presented in table 3.5.6-2.
Unit cost reflects the time period of 1988, when approximately 100 STS will have
been flown, which means approximately 200 four-segment SRM's have been loaded and up
to 30 hardware units have been produced. The S1 unit cost assumes the MX is in full-
scale production.
3.5.6.2 Facility Modification Cost
KSC facility modification costs for all six configurations are compared in table.
3.5.6 -3. The impact of the additional height of the A3 and A4 configurations is the
major contributor to their greater cost. Facility costs associated with VAFB are shown
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in table 3.5..6-4. As indicated earlier, three of the six configurations were judged
unacceptable. No appreciable differences are seen among the remaining configurations.
3.5.6.3 Vehicle Level Coat
The combination of the SRM and facility cost, as applied to each of the six final
configurations, is presented in table 3.5.6-5. The A4 vehicle indicates the least cost in
terms of stage differences because only one motor requires development. The most
expensive vehicle to develop is the B4 because it has one new SRM and two modified
rfF	 ^^	 stages.
STS facility costs indicate a minimum of differences at ETR. At WTR, if the A3,
t	 A4, and B2 configurations were provided with the necessary facilities, all would require a
t
new mobile service tower; in addition, the A4 would require a new launch mount, so
these concepts are somewhat more expensive. The three preferred configurations (B3,
h
	
	 B4, B6) would each have a total facility cost of approximately $200 million. In terms of
total differences between t`c- concepts, there is only a spread of approximately $60
t.
million out of a total program development cost estimated to be $500 to $700 million.
` h Therefore, differences in front-e gad costs between the final six configurations cannot be
considered a key discriminator. Schedule implications associated with facility modifica-
tions may have a more significant impact, with those associated with the class A and B2
configurations being the worst.
3.5.7 Summary
A summary of the findings concerning discrimination between the six final
configurations is indicated in table 3.5.7-1. No significant differences were found in the
areas of SRM design complexity. Class B vehicles with the first-stage SRB's spread
apart from the core present a more difficult structural design and analysis task than
class •A vehicles. All configurations except A3 were acceptable in performance. Class A
vehicles were less desirable in stability and control. Facility requirements were more
difficult to accommodate with the class A vehicles and B2. Only A4 had a front-end cost
a
that was significantly higher and required additional time.
Disposition and rationale assessments are presented in table 3.5.7-2. Three
configurations (B3, B4, B6) are indicated for further consideration; a brief description of
these follows.
The general arrangement and mass summaries for the B3 and B6 configurations are
presented in figure 3.5.7-1. The most significant differences between these configura-
tions is the use of the Titan core stage II for the third stage in B3, while the B6 uses a
t.
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modified version of the MX first stage (S0 for its third stage. The overall height of the
two configurations is essentially the same because the Titan core stage H and S 1 have
nearly the same length. Spacing of the first-stage SRB's is identical with that of the
STS. The height (216 ft) of the GEO mission configuration can be accommodated with
the 50t boom crane that is used for payload changeout at the pad. A height reduction of
approximately 8 ft is necessary on the polar configuration to make it compatible with
WTR facility constraints (MST). The GLOW for these vehicles is a little over 3,400,000
lb. Payload capabilities for LEO, Sun synchronoW and GEO are, respectively, 42,000,
34,000 and 11,700 lb when using steel case SRM's, Use of FWC's would add 6000 lb for
the LEO type missions and 1000 lb for a GEO mission.
The B4 configuration and characteristics are shown in figure 3.5.7-2. The first-
stage SRB's of this concept are made up of three rather than four segments, as in B3 and
B6. This configuration also requires use of a stretch Titan core stage II (an additional
41,000 lb of propellant—delta L = 7 ft) in order to achieve payloads of the same
magnitude as B3 and B6. The GLOW for the B4, however, is approximately 600,000 lb
less. The result of the shorter first stage is that it allows the core (second, third, fourth
stages and payload) to be lower and, thus, it has a total height that can be accommo-
dated at WTR without any vehicle height reduction. The 50t crane is still required at
ETR, however, for payload changeout.
3.5.8 Recommended Concept
As indicated from the foregoing descriptions, three configurations had similar
characteristics for the system elements employed. The recommended concept, however,
is the B3, based on the following rationale. Although the B4 had similar performance, it
was helped considerably by use of a stretch T2 (T2S) rather than standard T2. Should the
T2S be used with the B3, its performance should be somewhat better than B4. The B6
also had comparable payload as the B3, but the S1 used for the third stage has nearly
reached its limit in terms of performance. Again, the B3 could employ a stretch version
of the T2 as well as an improved nozzle, offering considerable improvement.
Consequently, the B3 concept was judged to offer the best overall characteristics
and was used to obtain a more complete definition as the SRB-X configuration in
section 4.0.
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4.0 CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT
This section provides further analysis of the basic concept in terms of alternatives
to improve vehicle performance and additional subsystem definition thO will provide
characteristics fo;Ir the final configuration.
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4.1 PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT OPTIONS
The basic concept resulting from the screening analysis consisted of a first stage
with two standard STS four -segment steel case SRB's, a nonoptimized two-segment steel
case SRB for the second stage, and a standard Titan core stage II serving as the third'
stage.
Although the OEO payload capability of the selected vehicle was considerable at
11,700 lb, there appeared to be an increasing need to satisfy a 15,000.1b requirement
expected during the 1990's. As a result, potential improvements were identified and are
indicated in figure 4.1-1. Key features of these improvements, relative to the basic
vehicle, are summarized below.
a. Stage 1—Basic: two STS four-segment SRB's with steel case SRM's. Improve-
ments: (1) filament wound case to reduce inert weight and (2) higher operating
pressure for increased thrust and reduced gravity losses—same basic case but
safety factor for unmanned vehicle (1.25 versus 1.4) allows a higher maximum
expected operating pressure (MEOP).
b. Stage 2—Basic: two -segment SRB with steel case SRM. Improvements: (1)
filament wound case for reduced inert weight, (2) higher operating pressure for
higher thrust and less gravity loss, and (3) optimized expansion ratio for improved
specific impulse.
C. Stage 3—Basic: standard T4an core stage II. Improvements: (1) increased
propellant load by 50% and (2) expansion ratio changed, from 49 to 66 for 3-sec
improvement in specific impulse.
d.	 511--age 4—Basic: standard Centaur D-IT. Improvement: advanced cryogenic stage
such as HEUS, with more propellant and better mass fraction.
42 SUBSYSTEM ANALYSIS
The analysis was focused to support the investigation of the performance improve-
ment options as well as to rovide a more cam late definition of the vehicle ThoseP	 P	 -	 {
areas analyzed included propulsion systems, new structural elements, avionics for vehicle
control, and additional stability and control analysis.
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4.2.1 Propulsion Systems
The propulsion. analysis at this point was focused primarily on further definition of
the SRM's, although some effort was devoted to the liquid third and fourth stages.
4.2.1.1 SRM Definition
Further definition was performed on a four-segment and a two-segment SRM. The
design constraints used in the analysis were as follows:
a. Maximum thrust to weight: 3.6g's.
b. MEOP consistent with design factor of safety of 1.25.
C.
	
Maximize use of current SRM hardware and propellant formulation.
d. Maintain size and weight to conform with existing processing and launch facilities.
e. Configurations to allow substitution of filament wound case (FWC) components.
f. Configurations satisfy stage-to-stage interfaces for SRB-X.
g}
3
1
Four-Segment High-MEOP SRM. The high-MEOP SRM was used to investigate a
higher thrust: first stage that could reduce gravity losses and thus improve payload
capability. An unmanned vehicle generally allows a 1.25 safety factor rather than 1.4
for manned and thus provides the opportunity to increase the MEOP from 1007 Asia to
1128 psia. The higher MEOP corresponds to the proof pressure used in the basic STS
SRM and therefore does not present a completely new environment.
To achieve the higher pressure an increase in burn rate would also be necessary,
but this increase must remain within the limits of the standard propellant, TP-H1148.
The resultant motor performance and thrust history are summarized in table
4.2.1-1 and figure 4.2.1-1, respectively, and are compared with .a standard HPM. A
maximum thrust of 4,050,000 lbf and an Isp of 267.8 sec are provided by the high-MEOP
SRM versus the HPM characteristics of 3,175,000 lbf and Isp of 267.2 sec. Notice the
burn rate increase from 0.42 to 0.48 ips at 1000 psis and the attendant decrease in burn
time. All other components are standard HPM hardware.
Two-Segment SRM. The stage 2 SRM resulting from the concept and configuration
trades (sec. 3.0) consisted of a 'basic two-segment SRM that had not been optimized.
Areas for optimization included the thrust profile to minimize g losses and expansion
ratio for higher Isp,'as well as reexamination of the propellant loading and utilization of
the 1.25 safety factor that allows a higher MEOP. In addition to those indicated
previously, the primary design consideration was continued use of the STS SRM
propellant; however, a new grain design was acceptable.
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Optimization Options. The variations of th,5 motor characterized to assess
sensitivity of thrust level, Isp, and Inert weight in terms of vehicle payload capability are
summarized in table 4.2.1-2. Ballistics data for each motor also were developed.
Configuration 1 is the SRM resulting from section 3.0. A similar SRM but with higher
expansion ratio is indicated by la. Motor configurations 2, 3, and 4 were defined to show
the impact on Isp and nozzle weight when a constant g level was provided. Configuration
5 relates to a motor that attempts to obtain the high;: J. rV ,70ssible Isp, but with a variable
thrust profile that includes a lower maximum value and, thus, less nozzle weight.
Configuration 6 is similar to 5 except consideration was given to manufacturing.
limitations (wrapping and autoclave). As a result, the largest nozzle exit diameter which
appears possible is 166 in.
Comparison of Options. An overview of the options and comparison of several
propellant loadings are presented in figure 4.2.1-2. The indicated conditions for
performing the propellant loading trades are typical of the parameters investigated. As
indicated, the two-segment loaded results in a small payload loss. The advantage, versus
the other loadings, however, is that it is easily adaptable to filament wound cases
whereas a 2-1/2 segment is not. Compared with a three-segment SRM, it requires less
thrust and tailoring to satisfy g constraints.
The influence of g level (thrust profile), expansion ratio (lsp), and MEOP in terms
of vehicle LEO capability is shown in figure 4.2.1-3. All options are keyed to the
reference system from section 3.0. The three constant g cases (options 2, 3, and 4)
indicate that a benefit occurs with lower g because a lower thrust is necessary, which
allows a higher expansion ratio (more Isp) and less inert weight. Option 5 provides the
maximum capability for the options investigated by a variable g profile with a relatively
low initial g that again allows a more optimum nozzle. Unfortunately, the 197-in-
diameter nozzle was found to be too large for the known manufacturing capabilities.
The selected SRM, therefore, had the variable g profile but with the nozzle diameter
restricted to 166 in (the STS HPM is 149). As such, the selected design provided a
2000-lb payload gain over the reference design.
Final Design Features. The final definition of the two-segment SRM occurred as a
result of interaction with the vehicle configuration design activity. As a result, it was
determined that a more desirable structural interface would occur between first and
second-stages if the second-stage SRM consisted of forward and aft segments from the
STS SRM rather than forward and center segments. With this design, the ET attachment
section of the aft segment can be used to connect the aft struts coming from the- stage 1
SRB's. Accordingly, the propellant and inert weight were adjusted.
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The basic motor layout is shown in figure 4.2.1-4. All aft segment components are
standard, but the stacking order is changed.	 The two stiffener segments are at the ^ >
forward end and the ET attach segment is last, allowing alignment of the 1-2 interstage
structure. The grain design is new but designed for minimum tooling costs. The forward
segment web is 44 in (same as STS), but the 11 fins are repositioned at the aft of the
casting segment. Since the fins are shorter than the standard HPM, this change permits -(.
cheaper noncollapsing fin core tooling.	 The grain design objective was to match, as
closely as possible, the idealized optimized trace from the ADFO model. A comparison
between ideal and designed thrust traces in figure 4.2.1-5 shows a good match.  J
Performance data are summarized in table 4.2.1-3 for both actual grain design and
f	 idealized optimums. Although the 157-sec burn time is longer than standard STS motors, i
a reduction in insulation safety factors is expected to reduce the case internal insulation
requirement. This results from the decreased safety factor for a non-man-rated system
and from considering that the second stage is too high and fast at burnout to recover for
reuse.
(
4.2.1.2 Liquid Systems
Stage 3 Revisions.	 Interaction with the configuration • activity also resulted in a
revision of the stretch Titan stage II being used as the third stage for SRB-X. 	 In this
case, limitations on the vehicle height, when launched at VAFB, required a 1-ft r
reduction in the length relative to that used for the third screening.
	 The final
performance characteristics assumed for the stage are as follows:
a.	 Propellant:	 101,380 lb.
b.	 Inerts: 9455 lb. i	 a
C.
	
Isp: 319 sec.
l
Stage 4 Revisions. Midway through the study, considerable effort was put forth by
	
r
both NASA and the Air Force on an advanced cryogenic upper stage designated as HEUS.
HEUS was to provide the capability to deliver approximately 16,000 lb to GEO when
`	 launched from the shuttle. Because S RB-X was to be capable of launching shuttle
payloads, the launching of HEUS and its payload was an assumed requirement. Primary
	 j
`	 performance characteristics assumed for HEUS are as follows:
a	 Propellant: 38,000 lb.
b.	 Inerts: 6000 lb.
C.
	 Isp: 445 sec at mixture ratio of 5.5:1.
4
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4.2.2 StructuralAnalysis ^
This section provides a preliminary structures ;definition of the basic B3 ve:hcle in
the following areas: interstage 1-2 struts, payload shroud, stage 2 forward skirt, and
asses3 064tht of stage 1 and 2 SRM.stiffness. The payload shroud analyzed was made up of
three sections: the payload /Centaur D-IT section, the ring section (reacts loads from
forward lateral struts), and the section surrounding the third stage (T2 section). The final
structural definition in section 5.0 had the ring section and T2 section combined with the
forward strut system to form the stage 1-2 forward interstage structure.
4.2.2.1 interstage 1-2 Struts
Design Concept and Approach. The structural concept of the interstage 1 .2 struts is
shown in figure 4.2.2-1. The approach used in designing'the struts is summarized in table
4.2.2-1. Major emphasis was placed on the interplay between strength requirements and
stiffness requirements with regard to defining the strut ,basic tube sections. A
conservative but practical engineering approach was used to define strut end fitting and
separation bolts.
Design Considerations. The considerations used in designing the struts were the
axial loading condition and Stiffness characteristics. The axial load impact on the drag
strut at liftoff is shown in table 4.2.2-2. A dynamic magnification factor was devc' ^d
from the STS data base and applied to the SRB-X baseline vehicle. The result is an
estimated axial load transfer between stage 1 SRB and core vehicle (stages 2, 3, 4 and
payload) of 1513 kips. The compamb-le STS load between SRB and ET is 1363 kips. (The
maximum STS load occurs at SRB max g and is 1672 kips.)
The axial load transfer via the drag strut during stage 1 flight is presented in figure
4.2.2-2. As indicated, the load ranges from a minimum of 661 kips at liftoff steady-state
onset to a maximum of 1240 kips at stage 1 max g. Note that this inflight maximum load
is considerably less than the liftoff transient load of 1513 kips.
Assessment of the drag struts for stif lIness verification is presented in figure
4 2 2-3 This assessment involved sizin the dra struts for stren th and incor oratin,.	 .	 g	 g	 g	 p	 g
F their characteristics into a simplified dynamics model. The first flexible body mode
resulting from the dynamics analysis is an asymmetrical longitudinal translation of stage 1
SRB's. As such, the mode is a primary indicator of the dynamic response of the drag
	
struts. They mode frequency is 2.3 Hz (It is a-design goal that lower mode frequencies be 	 -^	 {4.	 ^
greater than 2 Hz in order to provide at least four times the flight control system
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1
frequency of app oxima+tely 0.5 Hz.) It is anticipated that the use of a complex dynamics
model 11`ye^d a^tsoXriew#at reduced first-mode frequency. Hence, the drag strut sizing
.4
based on strength requirements is regarded as marginal with respect to stiffness
considerations.
Stiffness verification of the lateral struts is shown in figure 4.12-4. Sizing of
lateral struts (both forward and aft) is derived from stiffness considerations. Preliminary
sizing of the struts occurred prior to the use of a dynamics model. The effort defined a
relative stiffness requ irement between forward and aft lateral struts and provided an
approximation to strut stiffness. Final sizing of the struts was accomplished via the
simplified dynamics model. The result is a second flexible body mode, which is an
asymmetrical combined translation/rotation (in pitch plane) of stage 1 SRB's. As such,
the mode is a primary indicator of the dynamic response of the lateral struts. The mode
frequency is 2.4 Hz.
Design Features and Characteristics. Characteristics of the strut tubes, based on
combined load and stiffness considerations for the drag struts and on stiffness considera-
tions only for the lateral struts, are presented in table 4.2.2-3. Selected tube section
reference diameters were 12 in for the drag strut and the aft lateral center strut and
10 in for the forward and aft lateral upper and lower struts. Ultimate tension and
compression load-carrying capabilities of the 'tube sections are indicated. It should be
noted that the weights data do not include provisions for end fittings, etc., which are
discussed in subsequent paragraphs.
The weight estimate for the SRB-X strut end fittings, separation bolts, etc., relied
heavily on the data base provided by the shuttle (STS), which is indicated in table 4.2.2-4.
For the STS, the SRB external tank aft structural interface consists of three struts (lower,
upper, and center) of identical design. All are 34 in long (pin-to-pin) and are designed for
-299/+393 kips limit load (-419/+550 ups ultimate load). All struts use common
components, but only the upper strut incorporates umbilical provisions. Component
weights alre indicated.
The weight data for strut clevis fittings, separation bolts, etc., at a design tension
load of 550 kips ultimate are indicated in table 4.2.2-5. The data derive directly from STS
strut data. SRB-X application of these data assumes that weight is directly proportional
to ultimate design load.
The total weight and load capability for the forward strut system is shown in table
4.2.2-6. With respect to tension load capability, the data summarize, for each lateral
	 `''" I
strut and for the drag strut, the ultimate load capability of tube section, end (clevis)
156
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fittings, and separation bolts. To reduce from four to two the total number of end fittings
and separation bolts to be designed, the forward lateral strut ( 10-in diameter) uses end
fittings and separation bolts sized for the aft upper and lower lateral struts (also 10-in
diameter). The weights data include those for the tube sections with provisions for end
fittings, as well as the required end fittings. Each side of the forward strut system weighs
3700 lb, resulting in 7400 lb for the complete system.
The load capability and weights for the aft strut system are presented in table
4.2.2-7. In keeping with the goal of reducing from four to two the total number of end
fittings and separation bolts to be designed, the aft center strut ( 12-in diameter) uses end
fittings and separation bolts sized for the drag strut (also 12-in diameter). Each side of
the aft strut system has a weight of 3300 lb, resulting in a total weight of 6600 lb.
4.2.2.2 Payload Shroud
Design Concept and Approach. The structural analysis described in section 3.5.2
indicated that stage 3, stage 4, and the payload would all be enclosed within a shroud.
The configuration concept for the shroud is shown in figure 4.2.2-5. For analysis purposes,
the shroud has been divided into the three indicated sections. Payload axial loads are
transmitted via the upper stages to the second stage. Shroud axial loads are transmitted
via the shroud to the second stage. A fixed portion of the shroud lateral load (20,000 lbf)
is transferred to the upper stages via the FBR (753 in aft of nose). The forward
component of the stage 1 force couple, which provides the necessary aerobalance, is
transferred to the core vehicle and shroud via the forward interconnecting lateral struts
(1132 in aft of nose). The forward force component is of 38,000 lbf magnitude.
The approach used to analyze the shroud is indicated in table 4.2.2-8. Key features
include:
a. Max q-alpha = 5000 psf-deg.
b. Incorporation of Centaur FBR.
C.
	
Use of Lockheed 's Titan/Centaur shroud as data base for structures design (skin
panels) and weights.
Design Considerations. Design considerations associated with the shroud analysis
included upper stage bending characteristics, shroud loads, and deflections. Bending
characteristics of the upper stages are indicated in figure 4.2.2-6. The quasi -steady-state
bending moment applied to the upper stages results from the FBR of 20,000 lbf, with
minor load relief provided by the lateral load factor of 0.12g. The maximum moment is
162
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8.1 x 10 6 in-lb and occurs at the base of the stage 2-3 interstage (1397 in aft of nose).
The bending stiffness of the D-IT and T2 stages is as indicated, where the T2 stage
stiffness is a simplified approximation of a more complex distribution provided by Martin
Marietta.
The quasi-steady-state loads (axial load, shear, and bending moment) applied to the
shroud are indicated in figure 4.2.2-7. Bearding is the primary load condition and results
from the aerolift on the nose of 39,000 lbf, with substantial load relief provided by the
FBR of 20,000 lbf and the stage 1 forward lateral force component of 38,000 lbf, and with
minor load relief provided by the lateral load factor of 0.12g. The maximum moment is
35 x 106 in-lb and occurs at the location of the stage 1 forward lateral force component
(1132 in aft of nose).
The final design consideration was the deflections occurring in the shroud sections
surrounding the T2 and D-IT. These data are presented in figure 4.2.2-8. The maximum
allowable shroud deflection at the FBR is 2.5 in and results from the upper stages
deflection (at the FBR) of 1.5 in, combined with a 1.0-in deflection lag across the FBR
(due to its spring constant of 20,000 lbf/in). This deflection limit can be satisfied by
various distributions of skin panel f's aft of the FBR. A practical design approach was
adopted in which the D-IT section and the T2 section skin panel f's were held constant
within each section. Using this approach, minimum total skin panel weight is obtained
with a D-IT section t of 0.74 in and a T2 section It of 0.17 in. (Skin panels located forward
of the FBR have a It of 0.059 in, based on minimum gage requirements.)
Design Features and Characteristics. Based on considerations of manufacturing,
handling, and accessibility to equipment within, the shroud was divided into sections as
indicated in figure 4.2.2-9. The indicated GEO shroud accommodates a 42-ft payload and
the LEO shroud, a 60-ft payload, although other lengths are possible.
Skin thickness and weight data for V the various shroud sections are presented in table
4.2.2-9. The thickness combinations for the basic skin and corrugation of sections B
through H derive from Lockheed skin panel design data. Sections J and K utilize stringer-
stiffened skin panels. The unit weights for "other structural assembly items" and thermal
provisions derive from Lockheed's Titan/Centaur shroud. The unit weight for "other
structural assembly items" considers the larger shroud diameter (16.7 ft compared to
14.0 ft), the use of three rather than two longitudinal separa Ion joints in the payload/
D-IT sections, and other structural definition peculiarities. Design features of thw ring
assembly (shroud section 1) are shown in figure 4.2.2-10 and discussed in the following
r;
;x
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LA
paragraph. Total shroud weight is 18,560 lb for the GEO mission (42-ft payload) and
16,190 lb for the LEO mission (60-ft payload). i
The shroud ring assembly is designed to carry (internally) Y-direction compressive
loads defined by the maximum compression load capability of the forward lateral struts.
The basic ring is a 26-in-deep ring truss in which the outer chord is a 16-in-wide plate,
and the inner chord, posts, and diagonals are tubes. It is a welded assembly constructed of
2219 aluminum. The ring assembly incorporates pyrotechnics and mechanisms to effect a
clamshell separation of the combined ring assembly and T2 shroud, plus external fittings
for attachment of the forward lateral interconnecting struts. Total weight is 23201b,
distributed as follows: basic ring truss at 1500 lb, pyrotechnics and mechanisms at 500 lb,
and external fittings at 320 lb.
4.2.2.3 Stage 2 Forward Skirt Design Approach and Weight
The stage 2 forward skirt is a modified STS SRB forward skirt. A summary of -the
modifications and weight impact is shown in table 4.2.2-10. The m;:)st significant
modifications include the addition of (1) a second thrust post and thrust post fitting
(opposite the existing post and fitting), (2) a new kick ring to react the lateral force
component of the drag strut loads, and (3) new external fittings for drag strut attachment.
Total weight of the modified skirt is 7800 lb—an increase of approximately 1540 lb.
4.2.2.4 Stage 1 and 2 SRM Stiffness
As noted in section 4.2.2.1, the first and second flexible body modes verified the
stiffness of the drag struts and lateral struts, respectively. In these first two modes, both
the stage 1 SRB's and the core vehicle acted as rigid bodies. The lowest mode in which
stage 1 SRM sidewall bending stiffness is a dominant factor is the third flexible body
mode. As indicated in figure 4.2.2-11, this mode is asymmetrical bending (in the pitch
plane) of stage 1 SRB's. Mode frequency is 2.8 Hz with lightweight steel cases, which
would be reduced to 2.5 Hz with filament wound cases. Frequency with either type of
SRM case is above the goal of 2 Hz, which provided a factor of 4 relative to the flight
control frequency.
In the first three flexible body modes, the core vehicle acted as a rigid body.
However, the fourth flexible body mode is bending (in the pitch plane) of the core vehicle
relative to translation of stage I SRB's, as shown in figure 4.2.2-12. This is the lowest
mode in which stage 2 SRM sidewall bending stiffness is a dominant factor. Mode
frequency is 3.3 Hz with lightweight steal cases, reducing to 2.9 Hz with filament wound
cases. Again, the resulting frequencies are above the goal of 2 Hz.
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j 4.2.3 Avionics Subsystem
C
The avionics subsystem for SRB-X is based on the maximum use of existing STS or i
lE other program hardware.
	 It provides complete guidance and control for LEO delivery
missions without an upper stage and accommodates guidance and control when furnished
by an upper stage used for GEO missions.
	 The avionics subsystem accomplishes the
following functions:
a.	 Communications and tracking—provides the
	 required	 radiofrequency (RF) link
between the vehicle and other support elements; includes receiving cpmmands,
transmitting telemetry data, and turnaround of ranging signals,
b.	 Flight control— determines and controls vehicle attitude, velocity, and position;
maintains vehicle stability; provides vehicle flight event control. a
' C.	 Data management—provides vehicle computation capability; collects, formats, and
processes status data and distributes the data required for command and control.
i
t d.	 Instrumentation—provides for the sensing of vehicle status; provides for signal
conditioning of the sensed data as required and provides it to data management.
e.	 Range safety—provides the capability for command destruct of the vehicle as
jE required to satisfy the safety requirements of the range.
y
4.2.3.1 Avionics Subsystem Design Rationale
The SRB-X concept is derived from existing STS SRB hardware elements to the
t r greatest extent possible in providing a launch vehicle that satisfies the study objectives.
' The selected vehicle concept uses solids for the first two stages and a Titan second stage !
for the third stage.	 In the development of an avionics subsystem for the SRB-X launch
vehicle, the following criteria were used:
a.	 For the SRB's for stage 1, avionics changes would be minimized to maintain
interchangeability with the existing STS launch system. In addition, the existing STS
SRB avionics interfaces would be the same for both STS and SRB-X.
b.	 Since the existing SRB's are designed to interface with shuttle avionics, orbiter-type
equipment on other vehicle elements would be used to the extent feasible.
C.	 Use of new hardware component design would be minimized through existing a
suitable STS hardware; where suitable STS hardware does not exist, existing
„w¢	 '' hardware from other programs would be used.
d.	 An integrated avionics subsystem design would be provided to accommodate the
requirements of the total SRB-X launch vehicle.
ie.	 Two operational modes would be accommodated: 	 (1) self-provided guidance and
control for LEO delivery missions and (2) guidance and control provided by upper
stage.
f..	 Recovery of only the first-stage SRB's would be accomplished.
i
4.2.3.2 Functional Description
An overall block diagram of the SRB-X avionics subsystem is shown in figure
4.2.3-1. A major portion of the avionics is accommodated in the vehicle's control module,
located immediately above stage 3. The design accommodates all of the design rationale
discussed in the previous section.	 The following paragraphs discuss the design approach
for each major functional area. d
Communications and Tracking.	 The communications and tracking portion of the
SRB-X includes a signal processor, an STDN/TDRSS transponder, a 20W S-band power
amplifier, a diplexer, an RF switch, two power dividers, and four antennas. 	 The signal
processor selects and processes telemetry data from the data bus master controllers prior
to providing the data to the transmitter portion of the transponder. 	 The transponder
- receives uplink signals, turns around the ranging signal, and transmits downlink data jrr
signals to the RF power amplifier, which amplifies the transmit signal tq a minimum level
of 20W. The diplexer provides simultaneous uplink and downlink RF signal paths between
` the transponder and RF amplifier and the antennas. 	 The RF switch is used to select
antennas located on either the control module or the second stage.
	 The power divider
provides equal power to the omniantennas located diametrically opposite from each other.
Flight Control. As was previously discussed, the SRB-X flight control uses different
designs to provide the two flight control modes (with and without upper stage guidance).
For the case without upper stage guidance, a redundant inertial measurement unit is
installed in the SRB-X control module. The inertial measurement unit electronics provide
conditioned power, thermal control, digital control, synchronization, and the interface
F between the launch vehicle computers and the inertial sensors. 	 The flight program is
executed by the computers and includes stability control of the vehicle.
	
System ---ain
k= values are changed and filtering is performed as required for the differing flight: I
? conditions, such as configuration changes that occur as elements are staged.	 Flighti
ontrol events, such as spent vehicle and shroud staging, are also generated by the
computers.
l.`
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For the case of upper-stage-provided guidance, the computers and inertial measure-
ment unit are replaced by a digital autopilot in the control module. 	 The autopilot
provides stable vehicle control in response to guidance commands provided by the upper
stage.	 System gains in the autopilot are ,hanged as required. The launch vehicle events
(separation, infiight engine start commands, etc.) are provided by an event controller
driven by upper-stage-provided discrete commands.
For both modes of flight control, control of the servoactuators for the launch
vehicle Is provided by the TVC controller mounted in the vehicle control module.
Data (Management. The data management system consists of the data bus system,
the two flight computers and computer interface units (when required for the case of self- i
provided flight control), and the vehicle interface unit. 	 The data bus system. is the
primary mode for all data acquisition and for the transmission from the computers of
onboard-generated commands to the vehicle elements.
On the existing STS, there are a large number of wiring connections across the
orbiter-SRB interface. 	 The majority of these connections go to multiplexer-demulti-
plexers (MDM) on the orbiter side of the interface. In order to maintain STS and SrRB-X
stage 1 SRB commonality, MDM's are installed on SRB-X stage 2 to accommodate these
interfaces.
For	 the case	 with no upper	 stage guidance, the computers are functionally '.
independent and each executes an entire flight program. 	 On the basis of computer self-
tests, the computers provide OK status indications to the computer interface units. 	 On
initial power-up, one computer will be designated as prime and will control vehicle
operations. The computer interface unit will control the redundancy management for the
dual string operation.	 The computer that is in control will remain in control until the ..
computer removes its status indication to the computer interface. 	 Upon failure to
receive correct status control indication from the computer in control, the computer
interface unit will place the other channel in control.
In addition to the redundancy management function, the computer interface unit a
provides the interface electronics between all other vehicle elements (TVC controller,
data bus, vehicle interface unit, transponder, spacecraft, etc.) and the computers. r""*
The vehicle interface unit provides the interface between the data management
portion of the SRB-X avionics and the other vehicle elements.
	 It is used to provide
discrete
	 ignition,	 elements.commandsf such as separation and engine 	 to other vehicle
The vehicle interface electronics unit is internally redundant.
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Instrumentation. The instrumentation subsystem provides for the sensing of the
state of vehicle subsystems and commands and for conditioning of the sensor outputs prior
to the acquisition of the outputs by the data bus system.
Range Safety. The range safety system, in the event the vehicle deviates beyond
prescribed limits of its flightpath or becomes a safety hazard to continue powered flight,
provides a means for terminating the flight of the launch vehicle. The range safety
system for each stage consists of a receiver decoder, antenna system, and ordnance.
4.2.3.3 Stage Avionics Description
A summary of the avionics associated with each stage is shown in figure 4.2.3-2 and
discussed in the following paragraphs.
Stage 1. The avionics subsyster for stage 1 SRB 's is unchanged from the design used
on existing STS SRB's.
Stage 2. The avionics system for stage 2 consists of a single integrated electronics
assembly to accomplish all avionics functions presently provided on the STS SRB's, with
the exception of recovery. In addition, MDM's. are added to interface the stage I SRB's
with the rest of the vehicle. Stage 2 avionics also include provisions for pyrotechnic
initiators for stage 1 separation, stage 2 and stage 3 separation, and stage 2 retromotors.
A range safety system is also included and is cross -strapped to the range safety systems
?4 '	 of the stage 1 SRB's (as is presently done on the ET and SRB 's on the STS). Diametrically
installed antennas and a power divider are also installed in the forward skirt of stage 2 to
payloadan RF link while theprovide
	 shroud covers the antennas installed on the controlp
module. After the shroud is jettisoned, these antennas are switched out and the vehicle
RF link is through the control module antennas.
4
Stage 3. The stage 3 avionics system includes the basic Titan second-stage
complement of hardware. Stage 3 avionics are connected into the data bus through
MDM's. A range safety and inadvertent separation system is also installed.
Control Module. The control module (sometimes referred to as the instrument unit)
contains the vehicle RF link, data bus master units, TVC controller, vehicle interface
unit, computers and their interface units, and the inertial measurement unit (for self-
provided guidance) or vehicle autopilot (for upper-stage-provided guidance).
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4.2.3.4 Equipment Heritage and Weight
The avionics system design is based on the use of existing equipment to the extent
possible in order to minimize front-end DDT&E costs. The heritage and weight of the
subsystem are shown in table 4.2.3-1. The majority of the equipment is instai;ed ort the
control module and is derived from either STS or IUS hardware. The MI)M's used on all of
the stages are derived from the STS program. The integrated electronics unit on the
second stage combines the functions of the forward and aft assemblies used on the first-
stage SRB's, without the recovery system. For the third stage, there may be a
requirement for a stage interface unit between the MDM's and the existing Titan second-
stage avionics complement. This area was not fully explored during this study.
4.2.4 Stability and Control Analysis
A preliminary assessment of several SRB-X concepts was presented in section 3.5.4.
The following material presents an overview of the scope of the effort and results
concerning the selected SRB-X concept.
i
4.2.4.1 Overview
The control system studies of the SRB-X vehicle were conducted in three phases.
The first consisted of static stability analysis of the vehicle in the pitch and yaw planes to
establish the basic parameters within which the control system would operate. The
second phase consisted of computer-aided linear analyses of the vehicle dynamics with
control system at selected time points. These linear analyses established appropriate
control system gains. The third phase consisted of studies conducted with a three-degree-
of-freedom pitch plane time simulation of vehicle flight during the atmospheric portion of
its mission. These studies answered questions about the control system's ability to follow
a specified trajectory, the level of structural loading, and the gimbal requirements
imposed on the stage 1 TVC. These three phases are discussed in the following
paragraphs, along with the basic control philosophy employed.
i	 4.2.4.2 Pitch and Yaw Sta do Stability
The pitch and yaw static stability of the basic SRB-X concept (B3) is shown below.
These data indicate the vehicle had static stability with acceptable nozzle deflections at
maximum dynamic pressure when subjected to an external wind disturbance.
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Parameter Pitch
Max dynamic pressure (psf)* FAO
VWIND (ft/sec)* 260
VVEHICLE 1362
CP-CG (ft) 33
Gimbal plane —CG (ft) 68
Induced alpha (deg) 10.08
Margin TVC/wind torque 3.04
Gimbal angle to balance (deg)** 1.56
Yaw
800
260
1362
66
68
10.08
2.34
2.02
*WTR winds (95%) with gust of 50 fps.
**Maximum gimbal allowed = 4.75 deg.
4.2.4.3 Control System Concepts
^1
A simplified block diagram of the control system is shown in figure 4.2.4-1. Three
variations of the control system were simulated * The first combined a standard	 ^.
attitude/rate autopilot with a pitch program designed to fly a trajectory and assumes the
wind profile is known. The second combined a standard attitude/rate autopilot with a
	
f
pitch program designed to fly a trajectory without knowing the precise wind profile to be a
encountered. The third involved an autopilot that had an angle-of-attack feedback loop
added to the attitude/rate loops and assumed there was no knowledge of the wind profile.
This additional angle-of-attack feedback loop makes the control system more responsive
to winds and helps reduce structural loading by acting to keep the angle of attack small
during periods of high dynamic pressure. However, use of angle-of-attack feedback also
causes some degradation in the control system 's trajectory-following capabilities. Since
the control system is designed to be sensitive to wind disturbances through the angle-of-
attack feedback loop, the pitch program assuming no knowledge of winds was used.
Gains were set for several critical time points during atmospheric flight. These
gains were established by doing linear analyses about the operating conditions at the
various time points and using engineering judgment on good dynamic response. The gains
for all three control system variations are shown in table 4.2.4-1. These gain schedules
were not optimized and system performance could be improved with more comprehensive
analysis.
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TIME KA Ke KR Ka
0 3.7 1 .454 0
3 — — -- 2.1
10 3.5 1 .444
20 -- — — 3
30 3.6 1 .436 3
45 — — 2.1
50 2.7 1 .438 --
59 — — --- 1.
70 - - --- 0.8
75 2.5 1 .443 —
90 2.7 1 .448 0
100 2.7 1 .448 0
i
1
t
}
'a
Table 4.2.4--1. Control System, Gains
GAIN SCHEDULE FOR NO WIND TRAJECTORY AND WIND BIASED TRAJECTORY.
TIME KA Ke KR Ka
0 3.7 1 .454 0
10 3.5 1 .444 0
30 3.6 1 .436 0
50 2.7 1 .438 0
75 2.5 1 .443 0
90 2.7 1 .448 0
100 2.7 1 .448 0
GAIN SCHEDULE FOR ANGLE OF ATTACK FEEDBACK
ii	 KI:	 0.5, ALL TIMES
KI	INTEGRAL GAIN
KA FORWARD LOOP PROPORTIONAL GAIN
r	 KR RATE FEEDBACK GAIN
Ke _ ATTITUDE FEEDBACK GAIN
Ka . ANGLE OF ATTACK FEEDBACK GAIN
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4.2.4.4 Results
Trajectory-Following Capability Versus Load Reduction. Figure 4.2.4- 2 illustrates
the basic tradeoff involved in selecting a control system for the SRB-X launch vehicle.
On one hand, the ability to follow a tra)nw,,tory that maximizes performance objectives
versus the need to ensure that structural loading q -alpha remains below some design limit.
The control system concept indicated as a "wind-knowledge" trajectory represents an
idealized solution. The vehicle closely follows the trajectory with small structural loads
as reflected in the q-alpha plot. Hcwever, assumption of advance knowledge of the exact
wind profile is somewhat unrealistic. Without prior knowledge of the wind profile to be
encountered, concept 1 employing an autopilot plus pitch program experiences a q-alpha
of 4800. The addition of an angle -of-attack feedback loop, as defined by concept 3,
reduces the q-alpha to 3700. The flightpath angle difference plot reflects the deviation of
the actual vehicle flightpath from the commanded vehicle flightpath. One can see that
the angle-of-attack feedback concept results in noticeable deviations during the early
portion of the first-stage burn; however, at the end point, the vehicle has returned to the
commanded trajectory. Consequently, because a reasonable q-alpha is achievable and the
commanded end point can be reached, the angle-of-attack feedback loop is selected as the
control concept for the SRB-X launch vehicle.
l
Thrust Vector Control System Assessment.. The first-stage TVC gimbal rate and
angle required to fly the desired trajectory are shown in figure 4.2.4-3. The specified
limits for the existing STS SRB TVC system are +4.75 deg for gimbal angle and +3 deg/sec
for gimbal rate. The no-wind-knowledge trajectory with autopilot only has gimbal
requirements well within these capabilities. The spike in the gimbal angle and gimbal rate
plots for the angle -of-attack feedback conc ;,;pt are due to the onset and removal of the
assumed wind gust. A possible solution irr, the inclusion of some limits on angle -of-attack
feedback. Further< study is required on this problem but it should not present any
insurmountable difficulties for the angle-of-attack feedback concept.
4.3 SYSTEM COMPARISON AND SELECTION
As previously indicated, a number of performance improvement options could be
applied to the basic SRB-X concept. The primary purpose of the concept development
effort was to identify which options were necessary to achieve a GEO payload capability
of at least 15,000 lb. Performance estimates were based on the weight and propulsion
characteristics described in section 4.2.
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Comparison of the performance benefits and normalized cost associated with the
Improvements is presented in figure 4.3-1. The stage improvement associated with each
vehicle option has been boxed in. Incorporating only the suggested stage 2 improvements 	 q
(options 1 and 2) would provide more than enough LEO capability to enable a C qntt j,ur
D-IT (stage 4) to deliver Its full capability to GEO. use of FWC SRM's in stage l 	 '.
increases the vehicle's LEO capability by 4000 lb compared to the vehicle with only
stage 2 improvements.
The largest individual gain occurs with improvements to stage 3, which includes
increasing the propellant loading by 50% and increasing the engine expansion ratio for a
3-sec gain in Isp. A vehicle incorporating these Improvements, as well as the others
indicated for option 4, allows delivery of a 16,000-1b payload to GEO If HEUS (an
advanced cryogenic upper stage) is used as stage 4. Almost the full capability associated
with HEUS would be possible using vehicle option S, which employs high-MEOP steel case
SRM's in the first stage. The primary disadvantage of the high-MEOP improvement is
that due to the increased thrust, a flight dynamic pressure of 1300 psf occurs, which
would have an impact on the structure.
Based on the foregoing data, vehicle option 4 is judged to contain the improvements
that- would best satisfy the assumed performance requirements for SRB-X and to do so
k<'^ ^1 minimum cost impact.
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5.0 RECOMMENDED VEHICLE DESCRIIMON
This section describes the recommended SRB -X vehicle that is the result of all prior,
analyses decribed in this document. Topics discussed include configuration charcteristics,
flight operations, and performance capabilities.
5.1 CONFIGURATION CHARACTERISTICS
Characteristics of the selected vehicle, discussed in the following paragraphs,
include configuration general arrangement, design features of each major element, and
mass characteristics. The key subsystems for the selected vehicle are essentially the
same as described in section 4.0.
5.1.1 General Arrangement
The general arrangement of the selected configuration for three- and four-stage
vehicle applications is shown in figure 5.1.1-1. The first three stages are identical for
both applications. Stage 1 SRB spacing is the sarne as for the shuttle because of
constraints imposed by the launch mount at VAFB. The vehicle core (stages 2 and 3 and
control module) relative to stage 1 is positioned as low as possible to minimize vehicle
height. The limiting factor is the location of the kick ring for the forward struts so it
does not interfere with access to the control module or reduce allowable payload diameter
(see fig. 5.1.2-4 for additional detail). Stage 3 (Titan stage II) and the control module are
enclosed within an interstage shell because they do not have sufficient strength to sustain
bending loads occurring during flight. Payloads of 15-ft diameter and 6a-ft length can be
accommodated. This is accomplished at VAFB with a three-stage vehicle, employing a
double 'taper nose cone and placing a portion of the payload within the nose cone. The
four-stage vehicle reflects use of a standard Centaur D-IT as the upper stage and a 42-ft-
long payload. The 219-ft height is accommodated at KSC through use of a new crane at
the pad, which also allows removal of the payload and the fourth stage, should the need
exist, rather than transporting the entire vehicle back to the vehicle assembly building
(VAB). As a result, a 60-ft payload is possible above the fourth stage. Use of HEUS would
reduce vehicle height by approximately 10 ft.
5.1.2 Design Features
' Stage 1 of the vehicle involves two reusable FWC SRB's, essentially the same as
those for use by the shuttle. Characteristics of each SRB and modifications for the
SRB-X are identified in figure 5.1.2-1. Each SRM has over 1,100 000 lb of propellant and
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provides a thrust of 2,900,000 lb. The FWC SRM warcontinue to use steel components for
the forward and aft domes and external tank attachment section.	 Cases associated with
the four segments will use composite material; however, steel adapters are necessary at
each end to allow segment attaclments.	 Composite stiffener rings are used Instead- of$	 p	 8 s
steel rings on the aft segment.	 Modification to the attachment ring is due to the higher
anticipated loads. 	 Avionics and recovery provisions located in the forward skirt and
frustrum are identical to those used on shuttle SRB's.	 Thrust vector control Is provided
by actuators and gimbaled nozzle of the SRM. Both systems are identical to those used by {
the shuttle SRB's.
The principal features of stage 2 are shown In figure 5.1.2-2, 	 The stage is not
recovered for reuse. 	 The two-segment SRM consists of the forward and aft segments
from the four-segment STS SRM. The ET attachment section Is moved to the aft end of t
the aft segment, however, to enable proper alignment for the aft lateral struts between f
stages 1 and 2.	 The propellant load is approximately 605,000 lb and the thrust level is =
over 1,100,000 lb. 	 For the desired acceleration profile and performance;, a new grain
design and nozzle are required with nozzle size being the largest possible with existing
_.
manufacturing facilities. A new aft skirt Is incorporated to save approximately 8000 lb of
inert weight.	 The forward skirt structure is similar to the existing shuttle SRB skirt
although modifications are required to incorporate provisions for another thrust post to
sustain loads from the forward drag struts and the associated kick ring.
	
Pitch and yaw
control during stage 2 burn is provided by gimbaling the SRM nozzle. Roll control during r
the second-stage burn is provided by thrusters in the forward skirt because those located
on the control module are covered by the shroud for the first 65 sec of the stage 2 burn. i
The avionics system for stage 2 consists of a single integrated electronics assembly to
accomplish all avionics functions presently provided on the STS SRB's, with the exception
of recovery.	 In addition, multiplexer-demultiplexers are added to interface the stage 1
SRB's with the control module.
	 Stage 2 avionics also include provisions for pyrotechnic
initiators for stage I separation, stage 2/stage 3 separation, and stage 2 retromotors.
A range safety system is also included and is cross-strapped to the range safety systems
of the stage I SRB's (as is presently done on the ET and SRB's on the STS). Diametrically
installed antennas and a power divider are also installed in the forward skirt of stage 2 to
provide an RF link while the payload shroud covers the antennas installed on the
control module. 	 After the shroud is jettisoned, these antennas are switched out and the
vehicle RF link Is through the control module antennas.
Design characteristics of stage 3, control module, and interstage 2-3 are shown in
x
figure 5.1.2-3.	 Stage 3 is a modified Titan core stage II using N 204 and Aero-50'
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propellant. Principal modifications Include increasing the propellant loading by 50% to a
total of 101,000 lb and converting to a columbium engine skirt due to the longer burntime.
The new engine skirt also has a larger expansion ratio giving a 3-sec improvement in
i specific impulse. Engine thrust level is 100,000 lb. The engine is gimbaled for pitch and
yaw control, and exhaust from its gas generator Is supplied to a separate thruster for roll
control. The stage 3 avionics system includes the basic Titan second-stage complement
of hardware, which in turn is connected into the vehicle data bus through MDM's. A range
safety/inadvertent separation system is also installed. The control module is a separate
unit whose primary function is to accommodate vehicle guidance and control avionics and
three-axis reaction control system (RCS) for the terminal phase of the flight. The
avionics complement is influenced by whether or not a smart (e.g., inertial upper stage
(IUS), Centaur, HEUS) upper stage is involved in the flight. Jf not, all avionics necessary
for vehicle communication, data management, flight control, instrumentation, and range
safety are provided within the control module. However, if a smart upper stage is
present, it provides computation and guidance capability for the flight to LEO. to this
- case, similar equipment in the control module is replaced with a redundant autopilot—a
new element. Remaining equipment can be obtained directly or derived from IUS or the
shuttle.
The vehicle element connecting stage 1 and the core is the interstage 1-2. Its
configuration and characteristics are shown in figure 5.1.2-4. Major subelements include
a forward strut system, shell section surrounding the third stage and control module, and
an aft strut system. Stiffness criteria dictated by flight control considerations size all
lateral struts. Liftoff loads size the drag struts. Because of the high loads transmitted
through the struts, all use high-strength steel. In addition to sustaining the loads
transmitted from the thrust of the first-stage SRB's, the shell also must be stiff enough to
minimize shroud deflections.
Design features of the shroud are shown in figure 5.1.2-5. Major sections include
the nose cone, payload section, and stage 4 section. The interstage 1-2 shell and forward
ring assembly are also shown because of their strong interaction in sizing the shroud
elements. The shroud was sized to accommodate a 15-ft-diameter payload with length
sufficient for a standard Centaur D-IT plus 42-ft-long payload. Therma_l considerations
dictated design features of the nose cone. A Q-alpha value of 5000 psf-deg was used to
size the cylindrical sections; however, the payload section still resulted in minimum gage.
The stage 4 section was designed by stiffness for the deflections expected at the forward
bearing reaction (FBR). The FBR, in turn, minimizes relative deflection between payload
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and :Shroud. Separation, as wellVs'^ Wei# `oFtAijiarge shroud, resulted in a design with
three longitudinal sections —each divided into lengths to cover a wide range of payloads.
5.1.3 Mass Summary
The gross liftoff weight (GLOW) for the vehicle is approximately 3,400,000 lb. A
breakdown by system element for both LEO and GEO missions is presented in table
5.1.3-1. The key difference between the two missions is the amount of payload and
whether a fourth stage is present. A point of interest regarding GLOW is that it is nearly
1,000,000 lb less than that of the shuttle for approximately the same net payload. A more
detailed weight breakdown is presented in appendix B.
3.2 PERFORMANCE
Vehicle flight characteristics and payload capabilities are described in the following
paragraphs.
5.2.1 Flight Characteristics
The ov ­, all mission profile for the flight of the SRB -X is shown in figure 5.2.1..-1.
{	 Key trajectory characteristics are shown in figure 5.2.1-2.
Liftoff occurs at 1.6g and the maximum acceleration during stage 1 burn is 2.9g..
i?1	 The maximum dynamic pressure of 780 psf is higher than for the shuttle primarily because
m
of lower liftoff weights. Staging velocity of first-stage SRB's is also higher (+ 1300) fps)
than for the shuttle and results in water impact approximately 50 nmi further clown range.
No significant change in recovery operations is anticipated relative to those used for the
shuttle. Separation of the shroud occurs when the dynamic pressure reaches 1 psf, and the
interstage 1-2 shell separates approximately 5 sec later. Additional details concerning
separation of stage 1, interstage 1-2, and shroud are presented in figure 5.2.1-3.
The stage 2 burn has a duration of 150 sec. Burnout results in a relative velocity of
15,700 fps and a maximum inflight acceleration of 3.6g. Water impact of stage 2 is
estimated to be 1300 nmi down range from the launch site. Recovery of this stage was
judged unfavorable because of (1) loss of payload that would result from the weight
f	 penalty associated with thermal protection and the recovery system and (2) the cost
n	 impact of the recovery provisions, longer recovery operations due to distance, and perhapsi
a different recovery ship. Stage 3 has a burn of approximately 320 sec. Payload injection
4	 into A.F.O occurs approximately 10 min after launch, with a burnout acceleration of 1.4g S.
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1.2.2 Payload. Capabilities
Performance of the selected vehicle Is shown In figure 5.2.2-1 In terms of three- and
four-stage capabilities. Weight and propulsion data supporting the performance estimate
are presented In appendix B. Net  payload capability Is essentially the same as the
specification values for the shuttles at low altitudes. Polar capability of 49 0000 lb offers
considerable growth beyond the current requirement of 32,000 lb. An attractive feature
of the three-stage vehicle is that with restart of the third stage, 18,000 lb can be placed
Into GEO transfer which, with the appropriate Insertion propulsion, should result in nearly
9000 lb of payload at GEO. Restart of the third stage could also be used to deliver over
4000 lb of payload directly Into GEO, which Is comparable to the T34D/IUS. The LEO
capability of this vehicle allows as much as 16 ,000 lb to be placed Into GEO with a
shuttle-sized advanced cryogenic orbital transfer vehicle (OTV). The right -hand plot
Illustrates the significant payload advantage (nearly two to one) of the SRB-X relative to
the shuttle In terms of missions involving high orbits or Inclinations. The Indicated
performance does not Include the Impact of winds. Preliminary estimates of the impact
of winds are Included In a 1 .7% reduction In LEO payload capability.
Additional performance capability Is also seen as a possibility. The improvement
resulting from changes In stage I and 2 Is shown In table 5.2.2-1. Stage 2 improvements
Include changing from PBAN to NTPB propellant. This provides higher Isp, as well as
greater propellant density, giving more propellant for the same Inert weight From a
vehicle-integration standpoint, the stage 2 nozzle can be Increased tout least a 197-in
diameter, for a higher expansion ratio and Isp. The composite material used In the SRM
case could have a higher longitudinal expansion since this motor will not Interface with
the .shuttle elements as do the stage 1 SRM's.
The stage 1 change viewed as most promising Is that of Increasing the SRM MEOP to
obtain higher thrust and less gravity loss. A MEOP value that results In a dynamic
pressure of approximately 1000 psf appears reasonable from a structural Impact. Use of a
shingle-top extendable exit cone (EEC) provides a good performance gain; however, It
does involve considerable complexity relative to the other proposed changes..
In summary, the improvements suggested for stage I and 2 could provide a potential
increase of 7000 lb (1 1%) to LBO with a development cost Impact of approximately $80
million (12%).
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6.0 LAUNCH SITE OPERATIONS AND FACILITIES
M 3PAq	
4A . , *This section descrMsfAbg; rnajpr^) g ^yund operations and facility requirements that
occur with launch of the selected SRB -X vehicle from KSC and VAFB. In summary, the
operations and requirements at both sites are similar to those of the shuttle.
6.1 KSC LAUNCH SITE
6. 1.1 Operations
Key features of KSC ground operations are shown in figure 6.1.1-1. Vehicle
elements are processed using both NASA and air Force facilities. Payloads will still be
processed in the vehicle processing facility (VPF); however, they will be transported to
the launch vehicle within the payload shroud rather than the payload canister. This
approach is used because the RSS payload changeout room (PCR) cannot be used due to
the location of the payload on the launch vehicle. The major steps involved in the payload
processing are shown in figure 6.1.1-2. All vehicle elements, including payloads, are
brought to the VAB for final assembly. Following assembly, the vehicle is transported to
the pad for final servicing. Contingency payload access is provided at the pad, as well as
payload removal provisions, if needed, rather than returning the vehicle to the VAB for
payload removal.
Mainline ground operations time for SRB-X was found to be 800 hr, or approximately
5% less than required for the shuttle. A summary of the work hours required at each
major facility is shown in table 6.1 . 1-1. VAB time for SRB-X is greater due to additional
stacking of the stage 2 SRB and payload installation. Less time is required on the pad
because there is no orbiter or payload installation. In offline operations, more SRB-X
effort is required in the SRB processing and storage facility (PSF), again because of
processing two additional segments for stage 2.
The launch preparation timeline is presented in figure 6.1.1-3. Vehicle configuration
at key points in the assembly is shown in figure 6.1.1 -4. Stage 1 stacking, alignment, and
system tunnel activities are the same as for the shuttle. Closeout operations include
cable verification, tunnel cover installation, and insulation work. , Because closeout
operations tend to relate to the SRB system tunnels, which are on the outboard side,
assembly of the vehicle core (stages 2, 3, 4 and control module) can be done in parallel.
Interstage 1-2 closeout is similar to shuttle SRB/ET closeout operations and involves the
eiectrical systems, ordnance, and insulation application. The time allocation for the
integrated vehicle test is the same as for the shuttle. Servicing and countdown on the pad
are less than for the shuttle, primarily because no manned orbiter is present.
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6.1.2 Facility Modifications
To perform required ground operations at KSC, some facility modifications are
necessary, as indicated In figure 6.1.2-1. VAB modifications include assignment of
highbay (HB)-4 for vehicle assembly. The shuttle would be assembled in HB-1 and HB-3
and the ET processed- in HB-2. New access platforms are necessary for servicing and
assembling the vehicle core. The crawlerway extension amounts to a spur tradk leading
from HB-4 to the main roadway. Modifications at the pad involve both the fixed service
structure (FSS) and rotating service structure (RSS) in terms of payload access and
servicing (umbilicals) provisions needed for the vehicle and payload. Removal of the
payload and solid upper stage (if present) requires a new 50t crane. Stacking of the core
(stages 2 and 3) requires installation of a pedestal on the mobile launcher platform (MLP)
and structural beefup beneath this area. Modification of the launch processing system
(LPS) is necessary because of the new stages required relative to the shuttle. Additional
provisions are also necessary at the SRB PSF due to two additional SRM segments
associated with stage 2.
6.2I VAFB LAUNCH SITE
6.2.1 Operations
Ground operations at VAFB are illustrated in figure 6.2.1-1. Operations are similar
to those used by the shuttle at SLC-6—the main difference being the method of
transporting and installing payloads after processing within the payload preparation room
(PPR). As at KSC, the RSS cannot be used to install payloads on the launch vehicle.
Consequently, payloads will be encapsulated within their launch shrouds while in the PPR
and will exit by way of the airlock rather than the payload changeout zoom. Key steps
associated with payload preparation and encapsulation are shown in figure 6.2.1-2.
Assembly of all elements occurs at the launch mount using equipment provided by the
mobile service tower and shuttle assembly building. Installation of the payload is shown in
figure 6.2.1-3. Both facilities are rolled back prior to launch.
6.2.2 Facility Modifications
Necessary SLC-6 modifications are indicated in figure 6.2.2-1. MST modifications
include installation of access platforms and servicing provisions, again for the core of the
vehicle. The launch mount, serving the same role as the MLP at KSC, must be provided
with pedestal and servicing provisions for the vehicce core involving stages 2 and 3; and 	 i
payload servicing provisions must be incorporated in the access tower. SRB processing is
	
i
the same as for the shuttle except for additional provisions for stage 2. The LPS must
have additions to satisfy requirements for stages 2 and 3.
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7.0 IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
This section presents the plans and schedules associated With the implementation of
the selected SRB-X vehicle.
7.1 OVERVIEW
First flight of the SRB-X is estimated to occur 4.5 years after authorization of phase
	
C/D go-ahead. This schedule assumes no preimplementation effort and a conservative
	 -
test program. Key activities associated with the development program are shown in
figure 7.1-1. The vehicle design effort would be completed within the first 2 yearn
followed by approximately 2 years of qualification and major ground tests. Facility
modifications at KSC and VAFB would be completed within 3.5 years.
}
7.2 TEST PROGRAM
	
A key element of the implementation plan is the test program that is required. The 	 -
following 
	
discuss the mjor tests at the system level and those suggested forg a--!	 y	 g^-..
the integrated vehicle.
The major tests associated with individual systems are summarized in table 7.2-1.'
Major qualification tests include five static firings of the stage 2 SRM, stage 3 engine
	
qualification, system integration and qualification test for the control module, and	 N
^t
separation test for interstage 1-2 and shroud.
	
Integrated vehicle tests are defined as those involving all major system elements of	 ±
the vehicle. The tests and vehicle elements required for each test are summarized in
table 7.2-2. Three major ground tests have been assumed: (1) a structural test to verify
primary loadpaths, (2) a ground vibration test to verify the coupled dynamic math model
of the integrated vehicle, and (3) facilities pathfinder to verify interfaces that occur
between modified facilities, equipment, and a configuration that differs from that of the
shuttle. Where possible, use would be made of shuttle test hardware existing at the time
of SRB-X testing. This hardware is expected to include two four-segment steel case
SRB's and three four-segment FWC SRM's. One four-segment FWC SRM will be divided to, j
provide the two segments required by each stage 2 for the structural test article (STA),
and ground vehicle test article (GVTA) tests. The other two four-segment FWC SRM's
will be used for the first stage in the GVTA. The two steel case SRM's that have been
,ate.
used with shuttle pathfinder vehicles. at KSC and VAFB are suggested for pathfinder
application for SRB-X. No flight test has been assumed because of the extensive
y
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qualification and vehicle gr6iind : test ,ag9grarp employed. In addition, many of the
elements are modifications of existin 'systm)s.lr
7.3 DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE
The schedule for each major element of the vehicle, vehicle level ground tests, and
other key activities supporting the first launch is shown in figure 7.3-1. As indicated
earlier, the first flight is scheduled 4.5 years after go-ahead.
No development effort is required for stage 1; however, at least 33 months are
required for long lead on the steel elements associated with the SRM's. The time period
required to develop and deliver stage 2 is driven by the five SRM static firings judged
necessary to verify performance and reliability. Further discussion regarding this SRM is
provided at the end of this section. Although engine qualification contributes to the stage
3 duration, 30+ months are necessary for long-lead stage structural elements. The
schedule for the control module primarily reflects the avionics suite with the duration
L being similar to that involved with the IUS avionics. Development time for the 16.7-ft-
diameter shroud was based on extrapolations from schedules associated with 14-ft-
diameter shrouds developed by Lockheed. Interstage 1-2, which involves a combination of
strut systems and a shell that separates, was judged to have a schedule similar to that of
i
	
	
the shroud. Vehicle ground tests are conducted in parallel to minimize the development
time and, consequently, required dedicated hardware as previously indicated in section 7.2
The critical path in this schedule is that of having hardware available to begin the
qualification and vehicle ground tests within 2.5 years after go-ahead. Of particular
concern are interstage 1-2 and shroud elements since separation tests as well as modal
survey and strength tests are required.
A more detailed breakdown of the stage 2 SRM development effort is provided in
figure 7.3-2. A major portion of the activity relates to the development of a new nozzle.
SRM case elements are not indicated for the test program since it was assumed they could
be obtained from the shuttle program. The program would involve the construction of two
complete SRMs, which would be refurbished and modified as necessary for a total of five
test firings and then refurbished for operational flights.
7.4 FACILITY MODIFICATIONS
Facility modifications can be accomplished within 4 years. Specific efforts required
at KSC and VAFB are shown in figure 7.4-1. At KSC, only modifications at the pad have
potential impact implications regarding shuttle operations. A shutdown of pad 39B for
nearly 6 months in 1989 is assumed for installation of the new crane and umbilical
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equipment. Should pad installation activities be scheduled to occur between launches, the
	 l^
IOC would slide by another 6 months. Shutdown at that time, however, may not present a
problern because each pad theoretically can handle up to 15 launches per year, which
would mean a total capability of up to 22 launches even with one pad shut down for 6 	 i
months, and only 18 are scheduled. Three MLP's are to be available in the late 1980's,
with each capable of supporting 7 flights per year, or a total of 17 or 18 even with one
MLP shut down for 6 months of modification. At VFB, the limited number of scheduled
.STS launches allows time between launches for necessary installations. Consequently, the
installation durations reflect a period two times longer than if a dedicated installation
operation were performed.
d	 ^
K8.0 COST ANALYSIS
This section presents the results of the cost analysis conducted during the study. The
overview identifies the approach and methodology and summarizes costs. Subsequent
subsections present more detailed descriptions of the major cost categories.
8.1 OVERVIEW
8.1.1 Approach and Scope
The cost analysis had two basic objectives. The first was to provide preliminary data
to support the selection of the preferred concept. For the most part, this consisted of
data that emphasized differences between concepts (presented in sec. 3.6). The second
objective was to develop cost data that would contribute to the assessment of the SRB-X
and its comparison with other launch vehicle options. Accordingly, the cost categories
judged most significant in satisfying this objective were the design, development, test,
and evaluation (DDT&E) cost and the cost per flight as a function of fligt°it rate.
Although total life cycle cost could have been determined, It was judged not
significant at this time for the following reasons: (1) a comparison of several SRB-X
concepts was not being done in terms of detail cost, (2) uncertainty existed in the mission
model for the post-1990 time frame, and (3) without a specific mission model, the number
of missions to be flown by SRB-X could not be determined,
8.1.2 Methodology
k Costs estimates were developed from a combination of throughput costs provided by
NASA and other contractors and costs generated by the Boeing Parametric Cost Model
(PCM). PCM estimates costs by using cost-estimating relationships (CER) derived from
historical data and inputs of hardware characteristics, including physical description
(mass, material), quantities, expressions of complexity and/or degree of modification, and
programmatic factors such as schedules and labor rates. Once flight hardware -costs are
determined, costs for. support functions (such as program management, SE&I, etc.) are
determined. A detailed description of PCM can be found in reference 3.
8.1.3 Cost Summary
	k.	 Costs for the SRB-X are summarized in table 8.1.3-1. The total development cost is
estimated at $744 million in 1982 dollars. Vehicle development contributes $631 million
	
•k	 - and facility modifications, $113 million.
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Cosh per flight T_ estimated at $101 million based on six flights per year.	 Vehicle
cost covering reusable and expendable hardware contributes $82 million and flight and i
ground operations another $19 million. The corresponding cost per flight for the shuttle
during the 1990-1999 time frame is estimated at $80 million.
Furthsr discussion of these cost categories is presented in subsequent sections.
3.2 DD'T&E COST.",,
TN, DDT&E cost Includes all effort associated with the design, development, test, 	 m
and evaluation of the SRB- h aware elements.	 Costs identified during this analysis
include those for-'j"
j	 a.	 Flight hardware.
b.	 System engineering and integration. 	 4°..
c.	 Scoftware engineering.
d.	 System test, including hardware and operations.
G	 PPe.	 Ground support equipment.
ff.	 lbolin and r;	 cial test equipment.
g.	 Spares. y
h.	 Liaison engineering.
I.	 Data and documentation.
a	 j.	 Program management.
k.	 Facilities. k +	
Y
s	 a3.2.1 Ground Rules and Assumptions
The following ground rules and assumptions were used to develop the DDT&E cost:
a.	 Costs in millions of 1982 dollars.
b.	 PCM used to estimate all Boeing-developed hardware.
c.	 Boeing-developed hardware to include all interstages, control module, stage 2 skirts.
d,	 Subcontractors to develop all hardware not included in item c.
e.	 C,.osts do not include fee.
f.	 Qualification and ground test hardware as defined in section 7.2 and summarized as
f ollowse
.".	 233
Element	 Number of equivalent units
Stage 1	 None
Stage 2
SRM	 2 with 5 firings'"'`,
Airframe	 2.5
Stage 3	 2.5	 ~"
Stage 4
	
None
Control module	 2.5
i
Interstages
1-2 9 2-3	 3 each
3-4	 2
^-
Shroud	 2	 }
f
^^	
a
g. No flight test—use of existing, proven hardware and extensive ground test program
}	 eliminates need.	 ...
iA
r #	 h. No class I changes—meaning revisions to requirements after authorization to proceed	 1
.(ATP)^y	 ' 1
a	 ^	 ^
i. Schedule is nominal in duration.
j. Provide 2 .5 sets of GSC.
j
4	 k. Support effort (SEW, test, etc.) assumed to be of normal difficulty.
8.2.2 Cost Estimates
The total SRB-X DDT&E cost is estimated at $744 million.
a
Vehicle DDT&E and First Flight Unit (FFU), The vehicle contribution to the DDT&E
cost is estimated at $631 million. A breakdown of the cost is presented in table 8.2.2-1.
Approximately 37% of the cost is associated with the flight hardware while 40% relates to
the system test effort. 	 ^_ F
A further breakdown of DDT&E flight hardware and first flight unit costs is
presented in table 8.2.2-2. In terms of DDT&E, stage 2 represents the largest
i
contribution because it is essentially a new stage. A breakdown of the main elements of
`	 stage 2 design and development includes:
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fElement	 $ (millions)	 'Basis
Structures	 40	 Boeing PCM
SRM	 ri	 Thiokol
TVC	 3	 Boeing PCM
Auxiliary propulsion	 3	 Boeing PCM
Electrical/instrumentation 	 4	 Noing PCM
Stage 3 costs, provided by Martin Marietta, reflect modifications for increasing tank
length ($15 million) and longer engine burn time ($10 million). The control module design
cost breakdown was estimated as follows:
r
f
(millions)
Structures	 3
Propulsion	 3'
Avionics	 37
Electrical/instrumentation	 3
Interstage 1-2, consisting of the large strut systems and shell, also contributed
significantly to the cost. Shroud costs were provided by Lockheed Missile and Space
Company.
The estimated first unit cost for the vehicle is $114 million. Stage 1 cost reflects the
^Y 
average cost assumed for the STS SRB's. Stage 2, at $22 million, is primarily made up of
the SRM at $9.7 million and the structure at $6 million. Most of the control module costs
involve the avionics ($16 million). Stage 3 and shroud estimates were provided by Martin
Marietta and Lockheed, respectively.
Facility Cost. Total costs associated with facility modifications and new equipment
were estimated at $113 million, as indicated in table 8.2.2-3. The KSC contribution of
,,tt	 $63 million has as its major contribution the FSS modifications involving umbilical
ovisions structural beefu P and new crane installation. VAB modification costsPr	s	 ^
.-	 primarily involve the new access platforms required. Modifications at VAFB amount to
.
	
	
$30 million with umbilical provisions and access platforms within the MST, access tower,
and at the launch mount being the major contributors.
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"	 g.3 COST PER FLIGHT
e The cost-per-flight estimate includes the following factors:
a.
"
Production of expendable hardware.
b. Production and refurbishment of reusable hardware.
C	 }i
c. Propellant cost.
d. Launch operations including vehiclq processing, assembi , -and checkout; ground
systems and operations; cargo checkout; and sustaining and logistics support.
i	 e. Flight operations including mission operations, program management, program sup-
port, and payload integration.
if	 f. Network support.
'fk	 L3.1 Ground Rules and Assumptions
P
i' The following ground rules and assumptions were used to develop the cost-per-flight
13	 -	 estimate:
i
`.	 a. Items a. through e., as specified for DDT&E in section 8.2.1.
±f	 b. 10-year operational program-1990 through 1999.
c. STS cost base: NASA assessment case for STS pricing (1982) assuming 24 flights per
year.
d. STS cost to reflect FY 1990 values for the. assessment case--no significant learning
thereafter. Costs presented in section 8.3.2 will indicate these values.
r
e. SRB -X flight rate of 2, 6, or 10 per year.	 Several rates are considered because
J. mission models, STS flight capability, and rates through the year 2000 are only in
preliminary phases of planning. Preliminary capture studies, however, have indicated
1 that up to 25% of future missions could be performed with an unmanned launch
vehicle. The assumed distribution of SRB -X and STS flights for two considered flight
rates follows:
k ^
a
24 flights per year
'
is
KSC VAFB Total
s.
STS 14 4 18
SRB-X 4 2 b
18 6 24
40 flights per Year
` KSC V`AFB Total
^s
STS 24 6 30
`
SRB-X 6 4 10
30 10 40
a
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i..
f.
9.
h.
i.
k.
1.
u
t^
c^
C)
Stage 1
1. Same SRB's as for STS.
2. Use FY 1990 values but with adjustment for FWC. The cast impact for FWC is
estimated at less than $1 million based on 2 reuses of the composite elements
and 19 reuses. of steel elements. The key to low delta cost is recovery and reuse
of the steel components. Further details concerning FWC cost are presented in
table 8.3.1-1.
Stage 2
1. Total production run (new stage).
2. SRM learning, 96%.
3. Structure learning, 90%.
4. Subsystems learning, 92%.
Stage 3—annual production rate. A significant number of Titan second stages have been
produced; therefore, no further learning is assumed. A variation in production rate
will influence the unit cost.
Control module
1. Total production run (new element).
2. Average learning, 92%.
Interstages
1. Total production run (new elements).
2. Average learning, 90%.
Shroud
1, Total production run (new element).
2. Average learning, 92%.
Launch and flight operations— use STS FY 1990 values with appropriate adjustments
for vehicle differences.
8.3.2 Cost Estimate
SRB-X cost per flight is estimated at $101 million versus $80 million for the shuttle
during the 1990 to 1999 time period. Table 8.3.2-1 shows a breakdown of the cost and
SRB-X sensitivity to flight rate. It should be noted that values for R&PM, GSE spares,
Y	 and contract administration are not included. Higher SRB-X vehicle costs are primarilyt^
because of the lower annual flight rate (6 versus 24) and more expendable hardware (only
stage 1 is reusable). Operations costs are lower, however, because the relatively complex
{	 manned orbiter is not present, which simplifies vehicle processing, mission planning, and}	
crew training. A breakdown of the operations is presented in table 3.3.2-2. The SRB-X
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Table 8.3.2-2. OPeratidns Cost Breakdown
FLIGHT OPERATIONS ($,M 1982 DOLLARS)
r	 ^,
i
4
f
i
f
S
a
STS SRB•X SRB-X RATIONALE
MISSION OPERATIONS 4.2 3.2 NO REENTRY/RECOVERYJABORT
CREW OPERATIONS 1.5 0 NO FLIGHT CREW
PAYLOAD INTEGRATION 0.6 0.4 NO CREW INTERFACES
ENGINEERING SUPPORT 1.5 0.8 • NO LIFE SCIENCE SUPPORT
PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 2.9 2.3 LESS COMPUTATION; LESS
- COMPLEXITY
PROGRAM SUPPORT 1.0 0.6 LESS COMPUTATION; FEWER JSC
INTERFACES
PROGRAM ADJUSTMENT 1.5 1.5
TOTAL
r
13.2
^^
8.8
LAUNCH OPERATIONS ($M 1982 DOLLARS)
I
t
STS S R B-X
VEHICLE PROCESSING ( 80) ( 2.7)
ORBITER 6.0 0
EXTERNAL TANK 08 0
SRS (STAGE 1) 1.2 1.2
STAGE 2 --- 0.2
STAGE 3 AND INTERSTAGE -- 0.9
CONTROL MODULE 0.3
SHROUD - 0.1
R'`
GROUND SYSTEM AND OPERATIONS (	 5.1) (	 5.1)
s SUSTAINING ENGINEERING ( 0.6) ( 0.4) .>
LOGISTICS SUPPORT ( 0.4) ( 0.3) d
.,u CARGO CHECKOUT (1.0) (	 1.0)t OTHER ( 0.8) ( 0.5) +^
t TOTAL 15:9 10.0
r, Q> LESS DUE TO LESS VEHICLE PROCESSING
1	 sue,
w
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may be less expensive, however, on those flights :involving high orbits or inclinations or
GEA transfer because the basic vehicle can perform these missions, while the shuttle
would require an additional transportation element.
SRB-X cost per flight could reach as low as $90 million if there are 10 flights per
year. The relatively small sensitivity to flight rate occurs primarily because two cost
elements (stage 1 and operations) that comprise nearly 40% of the basic cost are
essentially the same as for the shuttle, and no significant reductions are expected after
s1990.
	 _`
l
9.0 PROGRAM RISK
.4	 Program risks were assessed in four areas: technical, schedule, cost, and program-
matics. The overall assessment is that SRB -X would be a low-risk program primarily
because of its extensive use of existing or modified systems and operations. No new
rE	 technology development areas were identified.
4
	
	 No significant technical risk is foreseen. Modifications suggested for the stage 2
SRM and for stage 3 are within state-of-the-art capability; major new hardware consists
`	 1	 only of structural shrouds, ir.iterstages, or skirts; the control module uses IUS or shuttle
j	 hardware; and flight and ground operations are similar to those for the shuttle.
The primary risk in the suggested schedule concerns the availability of appropriate
'	 hardware in 2 to 2!4 years to begin integrated vehicle testing. No allowance was made for
failure in any major test. Such a situation, however, is unlikely because of the extensive
t	 data base available. Inclusion of the facility pathfinder vehicle should improve the
likelihood of an on-schedule first launch.
Developmental cost risk has been minimized by extensive use of existing systems,
subsystems, and facilities and by availability of separate hardware for each major system
test. Recurring costs, however, could be influenced by low production rates and their
subsequent impact on lot charges or loss of qualified suppliers. Uncertainty in the number
' of stage 1 FWC SRB reuses is not an issue because only two reuses are assumed. It is
important, however, that SRB's always be recovered so their expensive steel elements can
be reused. The mixed-fleet concept, itself, presents an uncertainty in the area of
" a`
	
	 operation costs. The current estimate assumes 100% interchangeability between SRB.-X
and shuttle ground and flight operations personnel. If not the case, operation costs would
increase.
Programmatic risk deals with aspects beyond the control of the SRB -X program. A
' major impact could be the availability of Titan stage II (SRB-X stage 3) because final
production is scheduled for 1985-1986 and SRB -X IOC is not until 1990. Reactivation of
the production line after several years has been estimated at $30 to $40 million. An
alternative is an MX-type first stage; however, as previously mentioned, there would be
f
r`	 an approximate 7000-1b reduction in LEO payload capability. Several factors significantly
^.	 influence SRB-X effectiveness in terms of number of flights flown and impact on
a
t	 recurring costs. These factors include mission model and payload characteristics and STS;^.
	
iflight rate capability as influenced by fleet size, turnaround time, and the availability of
..	 facilities.
r
4
L
s
F"
CD
` 10.0 1AUNCH VEHICLE ASSESSMENT
The space transportation system may be most effective when use is made of the
shuttle and an unmanned launch vehicle. Previous investigations (ref. 4) have considered
several non -SDV's for the unmanned vehicle role. These include growth Atlas with
improved booster and strapons, growth Titan with stretch core and seven-segment SRM's,
and Ariane 5. Payload capability, cost, and schedule characteristics of these candidates,
SRB-X, and the shuttle are presented In table 10.0-1.
Table 10.0-2 is an assessment of the SRB-X in relation to the shuttle and to non-
SDV's. Compared to the latter, the SRB -X offers considerable advantages in payload
capability, recurring costs, and flexibility for alternative missions. A disadvantage is that
higher development costs would also occur. TOC may not be significantly different if ATP
is the same for all candidates. Relative to the shuttle, SRB-X can provide increased
capability in payload envelope and better performance to high orbits or inclinations
without an upper stage. The unmanned launch, however, does not allow hands -on, on-orbit
checkout or immediate recovery of payload, should the need arise. 	 =
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11.0 SUPPORTING RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY a
j A guiding philosophy during the performance of the SRB-X study was that, if at all ipossible, the vehicle should use existing technology.
	 The study results indicate a vehicle
could be developed that would satisfy performance requirements without the need for any
new technology.
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APPENDIX A—FIRST SCREENING RESULTS
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Appendix A-I Class A LEO Capability (Sheet I)
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Appendix A-1 Class A LEO Capability (Sheer ?)C
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4 2 2 ) 2sai 441 !-
3 2 2 i 1344 Ili F-
4 2 2 1 IS?! 4 49 1 i=
4 2 2 S 2sRi 491
2 2 2 2 IfIr i	•i,
2 2 2 ) 211/J	 /•
+ 2 1 t )Sv y ,'1
2 2 2 +S+l y 1'. 1 • •
4 2 1 2 aSae • • 1 i
• 2 2 S ISi -j +1`i
• 2 2 1 SS ? -5 4.11 F'
2 2 J • 31111	 •f,
2 1 ) 33R3 141 r=
• 2 2 1 234 13 44 1 ••
2 2 2 2 jr1r3	 .i.
1 2 1 5 )SR3 2 1
4 2 2 1 IS+i ^ • 1 ^-
1 2 2 S 55043 e'!
1 2 1 I 4 SRi .4
4 2 2 i 2Saa •441
1 2 2 1 $542 a 1` + 13 13
1 2 2 i SS Q - all
t 2 1 ; 13+0 ;(I
3 2 1 ) S:izi J a i r
3 2 1 S SS O '_ J41 r-
3 2 1 S SSaa 341 X -
4 2 2 S ISa4 +01 FIt
2 1 2 ISaa Ili r,
1 2 2 2 Isaa
3 2 1 2 23R8 J!i r-
t 2 2 2 2SRS 211 i-
• 2 2 ) asa13
2 2 1 2SR3 +	 7^
2 t • 139.4 191 is
2 2 t s SrtrJ	 +1`4
) 2 1 2 JSRi ltl rs
3 2 2) 13.13 J91 /O
1 2 2 4 33RD 2X1 re
2 2 1 3 Sr113
	 JT4
2 2 3 2S a 4 3X1 Ire
&•1.3.1 4- 1#J(.L virlt-
0 1 2 5 4-r3LL ard-
31 T 1 S STI r3	 or"
*	 2 S ISaa 3x1 rs
• 2 1 3 211 . 11 4x1 ► S
4 2 2 s 1Sa11 4X1 ra
1 2 2 2 isRS 2x1 ro
4 2 1 3 I.3411 4x1 1`s
3 2 1 t SSIN 3X1 re
$411 1 5 4 $1
5 0 4 1 r 4 s)
5,,4 114 S)
«S 144 S)
Sat 1 N • S)
Sii 1 ( + 33
341 1X4 3)
Sa 3 144 31
S a i l(4 s)
S O S 1 14 s)
soil 144 31
Sii 144 S)
S a i IX4 3)
S41 1(• S)
S % s I(4 S)
S4 4 l(4 S1
5,•i 1 14 51
Sri 1 1` 13 al
544 1 9 4
 i I
S a a I l , 5)
SIJ I P v 5)
5 4 1 1'4 S)
Sai 1(, 3)
S4  I d 4 53
Szi 1 44 S)
aaa 1 k4 a)
S-i 1!• S)
S- 4 1 ^• S)
i.04 1 1 4 s 
5,•a 10. 51
.•,^ 1 • ^ S)
it! I f
	S)
%1 1 • i 497
S z a 1^ ♦ 5)
1(4 111
5i i
 104 S)
34:1 IX4 53
S'i 1!• S)
5 13 + 114 t)
5 .6	 S)
i4S 1 4 4 $3
S a l 1 • • S)
s a i 1 1 4 33
3+1 1 9 4 s)
Sal 144 S)
SR3 144 S)
sab 144 $3
3Ra 144
343 1x4
SR3 1X4 S)
3R3 1X4 S)
3R3 144 s)
s4& 114 S)
sits 1x4 33
&4s 144 S3
sea 114 JN}
S a e 141
SRi IXi
SR •+ I t t
3 7 9 1•t
Si00 142
Sas 1<t
3>> Icl
S44 102
3i y 111
S R S 141
S a , 1 cl
Szb Ic1
s+^ 1 ct
Sz e llt
s+a tit
San Itt
Clo 1`49
St• Irl
5•, 1!2
y ^ • lil
54	 Ill
0 74 112
14A rc2
Sa y 0111
SI'3 142
047 it2
114 0 Itt
3 4 4 I^t
i4 : 1 1
S-4 ► +t
Sin ^^t
Sz3 1•l
Sod l!1
S .4 a tct
54 .3 1X1
sai 142
S 4 4 1(1
So y 1 2
S4a 142
s 4j 1<1
S4.-I ltl
SIS 111
So y
 141
S a o 1X2
Sao !Xl
Sib 191
S43 lit
sai 112
37 3 1X2
3413 111
S46 1 X2
Sid 1111
Sas 192
Sa d 1X2
Sas 141
sas 192
STAGE 1	 STAGE 2 % PAY LOAD
1.5
2.•
1.1
1.7
l.^
1.7
1.6
l.6
2.7
l.il
1.7
1.7
1.5
1.7
1.5
1.5
l.e
1.3
1.1
1.b
1.5
1.5
1.1
2.1
1.51
1.7
l.S1
l.i
2.1
1.3
l.o
1.0
I.v
l,7
l.:
1.1
t.:
1.7
1.^3
1.77
1.:
1.^
1.`.
1.^
1.t
t.•
1.59
1.1
1.4
1.:
2.^
J.:
1.
1.'
1.
1.
1.^
1.
253
STAGE 3	 STAGE 4	 PAYLOAD
S4i	 1!1 S•J 57441.1
3-1 5715/.0
Ilr)41	 24D S-3 S7/RV.a
ct - r	 4i III) TRr y 57.1-1.3
111`0)	 2•D S-J 57190.0
c r .r	 4 15 I'IS 2Staa 5,7)71.)
3-1 S-f 3729.1`.4
S-1 5-1 57231.3
3-1 :*+r As 171.07.4
s a i 	 1x1 :t1r 01-r 56971
Ci4'	 Al r 
I 
t 
I
rRaU 56411.3
,.Elf
	 4i 1 1S 73r4GE 56714.1
rir)11	 Zvi tis 2St4GC 5`4-s9.t
S
-1 : s ir 31-r 36 3 44.0
riI341	 ti p I'M 1`04% s6156.b
S • 1 Iis 23ra:o 36jtb.4
r	 4^ tI[) rRa, &5,969.7
-Zvi IJS 2sra,; q 35919.0
:!vt	 as -+1r.L 4 ► •1- i5d45.I
•i -1JLL •r4- 5505.0
5 . 1 tlf3 rRat► 35714.-
S-t S-3 552.1.9
13 . 1 :Elf 31-r 3972d.i
m34) 24 ,t : .-or 31-T i4937.7
)1-f IJS JSTa:E 345111
: ;.r	 . i
-vULL 4fr4- -1••44.5
s-t : ► 41` 11-r 34430
)1-1 fit) rilkv 04248
i-3 5363+.2
►
-t :;,r 0 3 13019.3
i-,	 It' IJS 2Sta:F, )3642.5
iIa1 .0)	 2 v ) a-3 .3437.3
%. I S-! •32si.t
S4i	 1tl ::ir 11-r 33455.3
41L)41	 I i•1 3312d.a
S a ,	 l(l S-1 32999.5
S-: S•3 3264e.3
c„ 1 c! rlrl ra441 1255b.I
CE 41'	 .a rtr) roar X2255.7
:1`+T	 sa tirl v44i 32134
:j!4r	 43 IJS tSra;,E i2o9il
ctvr	 43 IJ3 2sra;.F 32420.2
fif14)	 2v) -vJLL •r4- i1i21.0
ilr)4)	 2vo IJS :SrAze its41.4
S . 2 :ivr 31-r iS633.1
YAe	 1[1 S-3 31115.1
:tv1` 43 -4UL1. 41`11- SW7.s
1`1134)
	 21`0 TM TRAM 51429
S-2 amr DI-1 $1424.6
?Ir14) 21`0 S-3 51371.1
3-1 IJS 2Sn'ot 51247.2
r113.0 290. :1Ifr 11423.1
5-1 :E
i
51as9.I
z-1 S-3 S&963.1
3. 1 1`113 MU 9&975.5
TIT340 2110 [1s 23rsce 50699.2
3-1 •4JL4 41M- S9i16.2
MIT as -rJL4 firth + $3794.2
rtt34)	 alto rin r*A" $6739.8
3-2 S-)
1
so6sa.3
" ;'fttrr
n
%PAYLOAD
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
11.4`1
1.
1.
1.
11.50
1.
1.
1.6
1.
1.
t.
I.^4
1.
1..
2.
I.'
1.^
1.'
1.:
1..
l.'
1.:
1..
2.,
1.
l.:
1.
n
n
n
c^
u
0
0
0
c^
c,
C?
0
0
c^
0
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CODE STRAP-ON STAGE 1
2	 ] 1 ]	 I I I r I a ir S41 111 S)
•	 : : 1	 • s.+ 441 ri .3 0% 1 1 4 S1
2	 : 1 1	 21113 4f1 4104 114 s)
?	 ) 2 )	 J7111 •f• 3 e 1 1(4 J1
4	 2 1 S	 :S e `1 441 IF S03 I4. 3)
2	 2 2 1	 1 111 ) 4fbi Sal 144 3)
•	 2 1 3	 ISAd 411 r'. sas l o t S)
2 2 l 1	 11(11`) 4f+ 304 144 3)
4 2 1 1	 SSa6 411 Vs Sis I14 S)
2	 2 2 S	 ]tit) •r{ te4 1111 S1
1 2 1	 t3s3 1 . 1 fs sill 114+ S)
2	 2 1 2	 r rlrl it .0 3 .41 1 1 S)
4	 2 1 1	 1S+S a• 1 r^ $12 1K1 a)
3	 2 2 11	 1144 JAI fl sa l 1114 5)
2 2 S	 11113 1(, :.-13 I r 4 411
1	 1 1 1	 4S-+ 441 ;- ,,a1 144 at
2	 2 2 1 ^ I ( I I 'r.4 C1a 1 44 S)
7 1 S	 &S a l fro ra 5 1 ! 1 . 4 it
2	 2 ] 1	 / Ill I I1'. S • + 14. 5)
2	 2 t 1	 IIIr3 al• 343 I4• S)
1	 2 1 1	 5s ig 3 II I •, Sms 1 . 4 s)
1	 2 1 S	 ss a s 1 4 1 or o Sol 1k+ S)
1	 ] 1 S	 53 1 5 2111 1`i 313 144 S)
l	 2 ] S	 1S=! 411 ► ^ 5:1 144 53
2	 ] ] S	 41111111 411. S J s 1 . 3 51
2 2 1	 -3+.s 3-1 IF 3?3 It4 S1
1	 1 1 2! i^ • t+1 T• • i •	 ^ 1 t•
4	 2 1 1	 45 . 1 1-. I1. 33
4	 1 1 ,	 to-^ •tl ' ^^. l. yl
1	 2 1 ]! i' /' 1 I s	 1 .1
4	 ) t 1	 • S-a +	 1 :,•^ !4. 111
1	 t ] 1ta ••• 1 . 11 :_ •,•• I r I t7
3	 2 1 1	 li43 141 ir a :..I 1 9 a)
)	 1 1 3	 1 ia-3 141 i-a Sal it* S)
1	 2 1 )	 IS •r 3 1 4 1 !r - Lm s 1 4 3 31
2	 2 2 5	 Iflr) 004 S,s 1 4 4 S.
1	 2 2 s	 l$ ey 2(1 r' 5a1 1 4 4 Y'
2 t i	 543 341 IF 3 .0i I 4 • S)
)	 2 2 l	 if ist r' S+3 141 43
4	 2 1 5	 1 i ce % 1A1 r•• S-J 144 111
2	 2 7 3	 'rill •111 a+1` 1 1 4 S1
1	 1 7 3	 153 2^1 ?^ i^1 14• S)
a	 t 1 ^	 1- 4JI.L ..t, • S a i I4•
3	 2 1 S	 2344 ill Fa 3 4 3 1146 S)
1	 2 2 1	 aS ,4j l r l r 1! SR3 1X4 31
3	 2 1 1	 SSAS 3 4 1 r, sai 1.4 s)
3	 2 1 S	 l3Ri 2.11 f3 3413 1 K4 33
4 2 1 S	 1SRi 4111 F a 511 3 114 S)
3	 2 1 1	 2Sa! ) 1`l or SR3 1 1 4 S)
3 2 1 1	 13 4 ! 3111 tB 5115 l44 33
I 2 )	 l -4it.t. •ri- S,1` 1446
4	 2 2 4	 tsl i r(l r •i Sii 1 . 4 37
3	 1 ! S	 3i 14 J(.6 ari- 5411 1X4
1 1 1 3	 4 - 1IJLL r?-4- sai Ir4
P	 1 1 S	 1 . 1JLL . 111- s a t 1K4
1	 2 2 1	 2S ;42 2 1 1 Fa S a l 11 1 4 S1
2 2 1 1	 111x) 4r, S a l 140 S)
2 2 2 S	 "rIf3 4r4 ;a1 1t. S)
piton
STAGE 2 STAGE 3 STAGE 4 PAYLOAD
SV..) Il I C!.t	 •3 fir) r4aI
1
144,#.7
i 4d I(1 C[4r	 )I-r -44LL 4ri- 431.3
S e e Ill Cc#?	 a s IJs 1Sf4:1 •291.0
I' . 14'1 rift$)	 2'19 1'13 2sr1:1 .1277.1
a+i 1(1 S-1 113 2Sft:1 -JOI44.1
s4i 1 4 2 Tir)4)	 213 fir) rill S4464.11
S-1 e I l l S-1 fir) r4ld 4111`19.2
3+d Ili 5-2 :E4r 31-1. 411141.2
S o d Ill S-2 3-3 9945.6
$ 40 1 11 1 b-1 1J3 23r t i1 OVA*.$
Sis 1 t/ CE'If	 )1-1 US 231::1 4.,4.4
iie 141 cor •s - iJLI. 4 ► 4- 01.17.7
i" 1 4 1 C!••	 11-r 115 lsf & ;c #075.!
$44 I.1 c3•f	 )l-r fir) rat. 1:11.1
S'- 141 ',•1 rlI  r•1 1 1 1e1G.10
S•, 141 C 	 •f	 ) 1 -r 111) /+ 11. 1 ',•+•.7
soli I 4 t ?i-L S-3 '170.0
2 1 .0 I l l Set	 I l l 11)3 2SrA;T -314.0
^^s IK2 C:•r	 )1-1 lJS tSr t oE 452!.1
s11 I l i :i:.1`	 ) I -f rill r44 1 ;Iles
S4:• I r 1 rlf)i)	 247 S-3 ?is*.?
S 1 i 111 Soa	 141 3-1 7794.2
S+a 141 S-1 S-1 75941.4
S+ y 1 4 2 Sas	 I t I rirl ra41 7517.4
344 1(1 S4,9	 I(I JJ3 2STt:t? 7J0s.6
a + y 1 4 1 rIr)i1	 14) -10L1, ITd- 734b.d
X71 1 . 1 r1.3•)	 ► • -4JLL Ir4- 7141.3
a^+ 1+1 pia	 1(1 l I S lif4JE 7175.4
S+^ 1 <1 C:.r	 •, 111 2iI4iT. 1471..
;.• a r t .-1 ' ?.r 11.1 1-	 ,d
i^ • 1 4 1 ^:.	 1 1-1 - JJ66 4 •4 - i`e1J.1
i^, 11 . 1 ••	 .I -0)1.1. Ir ,4 - #•,I)7.!
3 + y 1 d llrt.l	 24 1 1 I tir%;c 4,571.3
S o o 1(1 1tt1.1	 2•) IJS 1Sr%;r 111,a:10.J
ifi 1411 1`1[34)	 1'.1 (Ira rRa0 41)143
;re 1 1 1 f1i1,1	 2.J rfri fi44 4,310.1
5 oa 142 Say	 I(I tiff r+44 4~)17.1
S 141 3-1 115 2Srt:1 4,172
41 144 $-1 -416L 414- 4,152.4
S+a 112 C:•.r	 1 1 -r -1JLL 414- 4eo97.d
S+• l K1 3+s	 4 4 1 111 1 ) rat 1 4••194.5
S+: 142 f1134)	 2 . 1 -I1LL 4r4- osV9e
S+! 142 +-1 rill 1`441 1511).4
S 4+ • 141 a•1 I JS 1S.4;1 4iyAJ.If
Sa y Ik1 5q3	 141 'elf 41 4S.SO.b
Sad 11 4 1 S-1 11S 2sft+E 45794.1
s+1` 1 1 2 S-t 3-1 41153.•
S oy I l l S-1 $-3 457110.6
Sa8 111 S-1 11!3 144 1 15611,.7
S49 111 3-1 -4u L{. 4r •1- 547901
S+ 13 1 111 ^.!Sr	 )I-r 1175 23f4se 5451.3
3Rd 1111 Vci r 	 )i-f rill 1`441c $344.1
15226.6
348 142 T19)4)	 145 :ivf 31 . 11 5359.1
548 142 5.2 111`3 r11"
SR4) 112 S-1 :Elf 31 . r 43199.4
378 I(1 TIT34)	 242 :Err 16 js114.6
346 I l l S-1 CE4r ad 44911.3
Sad 112 Cg-',or	 )l-r Lis 23r4„ ► 14461.3
S-1 3 141 11 1 341	 20 Lis 251'Ask 44623.1
i+d IK^ S-1 -•JLL 411- 44030.5
254
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CONFIG
( CODE STRAP ON STAGE 1 STAGE 2 STAGE 3 STAGE 4 PAYLOAD % PAYLOAD
7 )	 1 l	 Jflfi	 I s.. 1(f i) S+- I • . :j•• 11 •t •4J66	 4T4 • 446/, 1147
1 1	 1 1 ISO -s	 7 . 1	 j See 144 a) Y1,+ 1(t :r•4 )1 • t 1111	 I'ma q 44194.5 11.2
? ?	 1 )	 III r I	 )I• S+1 144 51 5 10 -9 1 ( 1 rt1141 2 ,1 0 fit?	 folAV 44712.4 1.S
A 1	 a 6	 )- • JLL	 1,f•- s41 1 • : Sal 1(2 i +e I A I '.C%f	 01 - f 41411.1, 1.•
•1 I	 2 4	 4 • : JLL	 .,I.- 3 % 4 1 1 4 $4.1 1 42 S-j : T IT	 64 444715. r 1.1
7 1	 1 S	 1111)	 'I - S 114 3) 1, 6 7 141 3•1 113	 13fA;C 44173.1 1.5
1 a	 1 4	 Sr 111	 ,1 • S+t 1(4 3) Sae 141 3-1 s-! .9&92.1 1.5
2 2	 1 S	 I I t f 3	 01	 - .+a 1 K 4 $3 SM• Ill S-1 11f3	 IM411 41962.1 1.5
\` 2 ?	 1 1	 IfIr1	 It( - S41 1(4 3) 3 4 4 1(1 Ct%r ) 1-r 113	 JSTA;E 411 4 5.1 l.1,
2 2	 1 t	 I p i11	 r 601 I 1 6 S) 5 ti 141 CL#r )i - f 1111	 rM4w 43645.1 I.a
1 2 2 6	 2 s+t	 i	 I	 T' Svi I A 4 S) 104 1<t Sat 11 1 1 115	 jSIA;C 431SV.a 1.1
2	 l !	 1 $4 ♦ 	 f	 1	 f; S +4 1 . 4 )) S ay 141 111114) •4J61,	 4T.1- 4210 1. 4.4 1.4
3 2	 1 1 J%' 14• a) S<a Ill -r )l-I -•J1.L	 41`4 • •2649.• 1.4
3 I	 1 7 i^.	 I: 1r S• 1 1 + 4 S) i+• ;	 +1 Sat I ( 1 Iis	 isrA;E 47521. 1 1 .;
f 1 a	 2 )	 s+t	 11`1 .1146 1	 ♦ ^^ .9 I•t a . /41 j.) - •U;,L	 6r4- 12475 11.5
{ 1 a	 2 S	 .5 • e	 t • 1 :+'• 1'v . 1 a'- t`t 1+a 111 IIrI	 rMa'• •Isa7.a I.1,
l 1 2	 1 3	 d 3-. 1 1 4 r1114) 14.) IJS	 [stA;; ♦1 ISO. 3 1.a
1 2	 t )	 IS 4 a	 t • 1	 r a4a 1 • + S) i>> I4J 1111 41 tr y (It)	 fAA4 11079.4 I.i
2	 2 1	 /141	 1,'1	 ^- i^a 11 ( 4 J 1 >t+^ 1't a-t 115	 lSf1i^ 111056./ 11.1
1 2	 2 1	 • s+!	 ['1	 ► - S?t 1 . 1 3) 131 141 CE o f ) I -r -4JLL	 o ► •1- 115SI.7 1.4
4 2	 1 4	 4SAi	 •+1	 F 141 1(4 S) z oo s 1[1 5.2 IJS 2STA;E 41541.O 1.4
1! 2	 1 S	 IiAd	 311	 6 ' S44 1 4 4 S) S .41 I(1 Sat 1 4 1 r113	 rAAM 41459.5 .. a
1 2	 1 I	 .)fir)	 ,1• Sae lit 3) Sal 141 711114) 2VJ -4U1,6	 41`14- 411 3 4.6 1.I
= 2	 I. t	 it( ► 13	 1.- S-1 144 5) 4+4 1(1 C7'#F )1-1 -IJ66	 ITA- 412~5 1.S
'2 2	 1 S wrl I(I S1 : i • 1 4 1 S - a 1 1 1 115	 2SIA; ,^ 411#"'7.6 I.;
1 2	 1 t 141 t i S 5-t S-i I113e.2 1.1,
t 2	 1 li 51 ,'l -1 1 J ttfi;e •1147.,, l.1,
3 2	 4 1	 1 i^	 3	 I l'	 1 ;^ a+- r44.1 )11131.1, 1.4
4 2	 1 1 S • a	 ♦ 	 I r- t 1 4 - i 1 i • ► 	 .1 S- c 1111	 ti1Av 11#31.1 1.t
1 2	 I i	 1 iia	 t' I 7. 1 l'	 + I .• I tj 1,•I I I 1 3 	 r+31 1&665./ 1.!
1 1	 I 1	 !S	 1	 •, ^• + I'	 • .l ,^ ^• _	 .	 ,• '1 -f Its	 65(9:1 1 .t63^.s 1.^
1 1	 I I	 :1,' •4 1(4 I >!. I C I =.r 1 1 • f rtcI	 r^Av ► 1,63:.1 I.1,
2 t	 1 '	 •II 1 4	 :. ,.t 1 ( 4 +) :', 1 • i ^•t I11	 jir4; 1^ •. 1 • • x.1 1.,
J 1	 1 4	 4-.).. If I4) t•3 z'+T	 1# 1-f ••6153.1, l.!
2 2	 1 1rirl	 11 5+e 1 S) S .' 11411 3?: 1 1 1 IIr)	 r4Ai I1012b.1 l.[
2 2	 2 4	 Ir113	 .t 51,+ 1 4 4 's ) i rIi)	 rR it4 1,4)910.1 1.2
& 1	 1 S	 1 • ' • JLL	 •1 r+- 3+e 11 0 4 S44 1 4 1 S•1 :: ; 4r	 )1 • r 19774.7 1.1
^s ! & 1	 1 I	 I . 4JS.L	 .•[.• 341 144 5R ! 411 S•, U1 	 45 19192.4 2.1
A 1	 2 1	 5- ' • JLo,	 :t-- S a fi 1(4 S +1 l i t rir)I1 2vo i • J 14767.7 1.6
1	 2 3	 5 -.1 1 ,^	 •+- S^ • Ir4 S%a 146 a-1 S -i )96910.1 1.V
1 1	 1 1	 •4 3 ;44	 s 4 1	 ?. 341, 1 4 4 S) "" 111 ::•r )1-t
"j,",
	 4f.4- 41662.1 1.,
1	 l S	 ! •• Jv ♦. 	 T+• K^4 l t ♦ S.'1. 4 4 1 S:, 1 4 1 :tit	 3A-I 19511.2 I.A
'	 1 2	 1 1	 ',Ij 	 : • 1	 0"s S 4.0 1 1 + S) Sa l 1 1 1 ( [ 6143 2 40 -vJLb 9IH- 11423.6 11 . 5
' 1	 1 4	 1 •	 / •.l	 , t !- 3 10 + 1 4t z4: 14[ 5-1 U"r 31-t 17t19e. S I.6
3 1	 1 4	 is • )	 3.1
	 ?' Sae 1 •-4 S) S4- 1.1 S-1 IJS	 jsTAC •: i76b5./ t.11
1 2	 1 S	 134-1	 2 4 1	 •• Sai 1(a S) 341, 1(1 $ae 1 1 1 113 IsfaV 17610.. 1.)
'	 & 1	 2 2	 1-VJLL	 . 1 f,- 3 ts 144 iai 1(A C_'.r 46 flt3	 fR am 17564.6 1.6
P l	 1 2	 2-4ULI.	 sr I- SR3 ll4 Saa 1 1 2 :dvr [9 JJi JST ►CC 17367.6 1.6
3 2	 1 1	 1306	 3(1	 fa Sai Ito S) Saa 111 $ - a 11163	 TOA 17,394.4 1.2
^• 1 2	 2 4 MIS ;111	 Ii 303 144 $3 $R& a U 3-j IJ3	 2><t XT369.4 !. . i
C
4 2	 2 S	 &S O . 4/1	 /4 S a l 11$ S3 343 1 11i Sao 191 -NU(,L 494- 32923.6 .9S
8 1	 2 2	 0-4ULL A.4- 343 114 3Rn 112 :SIT as •4UL1. 4fM- 169 11 6.7 1.e
4 2	 2 4	 JSR3	 4111
	
rs Sii IK4 3:) 346 IR2 3•j •IJLL Ufi- 059.9 1..
- 1 2	 2 4	 I5 114	 241	 ri SPe 144 S3 SR9 Ill S-2 tit)	 t4AM 6717 1.3
1 2	 t S	 ISO.	 6 1 1	 TS 114e 144 3) SR3 141 $ar 111 1113	 TRAM 1,03.3
1659.6
1.2
2 2	 1 4	 2IIT3	 414 S04 144 33 346 141 3-2 IN MAZE 111.2 t.I
2 2	 1 4	 IfII3	 ATM 144 144 33 34b 111 3.2 fir)
	
r'RAM 1.2
4 ;	 1 I	 45 146	 911
	
/4 b4 114 S) S4:6 141 S•2 -• ♦► •.la	 4TH- 043.32 1.6A 1	 1 S	 3 •14JLI.	 Af4- 544 Ito 346 1A1 $49 1111 S - 3 761.3 1.5
t I 1	 1 /	 3 •• ULL
	
•f.• • 34a 1114 1,+0 1(1 5-2 UIT 11- r 336410.5 1./
A 1	 l 1	 S-IJLL
	 .4T4- Sao !(4 Sot 1(1 11T341 213 i-1 335#7.5 11.4
F	 E (
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OF POOR QUAUTY	 Jar vNC'
Appendix Al^v^ Class A LEO Capability Sheeta	 (
	
51
CONFIG
CODE STRAP-0N STAGE 1 STAGE 2 STAGE 3 STAGE 4 PAYLOAD % PAYLOAD
1	 2 1 4	 1s :l11	 2(1	 1 11 sa11 1(4 33 sob 141 s-/ -lus isr4c9 J1466.1 l.))
+	 1 1 5	 S-4JLL .+t'4- 3 4 11 114 Say 111 5-1 S - 1 1)JS).b 1.62
+	 1 1 2	 f-%ULL fr-i- 3 q J 114 S8 4 141 C!•r	 45 •41JLL	 4f4-, 1)179.6 1.91
1	 2 1 4	 ISad	 211	 r° SRI 114 S) Sits 111 5-2 Ilt)	 rani !)261.1 1.41
2 2 4	 6Std	 JAI
	
r+l 344 144 5) S e s 1(2 3-2 •41U1.L	 41`01• )1)104.1 1.64
+	 1 1 J	 I • VJLL br•4• SRI 114 Sol 111 Ctvt d6 III)	 ru49 12969.) 1.44
d	 1 2 1	 2-4J1.+. 4 ri- S4i 144 Sea 111 Tir)4)	 24n zis 25r4;6 32d a4.9 1.56
1	 1 2 )	 1 • 4JLL 6f.- 305 114 SRI 142 fit)4)	 21D f i t)	 ref• )2742.) 1.59
1 1 1	 2 . 41LL Ar4- SitI 114 Sal 141 C[4?	 At lus 2St4;t 32665.1 I.as
'	 1 2 I	 S - 1 11.L +ti- 344 114 S4e 11/ S-2 S•) 32491.7 1.$7
1 ) S	 2-'4JLL .'r4- 3 0 1 144 S44 112 3-1 I'JS	 2ST4;t .12475.5 i.S4
1 2 S	 1 - rJL1. of-4- S + i 114 S'1 142 S-1 1111	 rA•. J2141.d 1.54
2	 2 2 •	 'tilt) 314 3 4 1 144 S) S4a 111 S-1 •♦ JLL	 41`4 • 31o 4 7.4 1.15
+	 1 2 1	 2 -IULL !T01- 114J 144 S.13 14i :£1T	 )I-f 1J3	 2514;t 015 0 6.1 1.55
^► 	 1 2 1	 1 •4 J6L 4(F*- » S 144 Sad 112 C[4?	 )I-f IIf)	 fe%4 1573.9 1.55
2 1 S	 •+ S44	 J91	 r' 344 Ito S) S4f 142 Slid	 Ili -4J61,	 4T4- 1605
ild-w..
.R9
2 1 4	 6543	 )(1	 1• ' 5 .4 i 114 S) Si g 1!1 3-/ -1ULL 4td- AJ32.1 1.15
i	 i 2 4	 2-4 j LL htl = 34S 144 SRv IQ. 3431•'1 Lis 23t'J^=
;4569.9
1.26
2	 2 2 S	 ?'rItl a1`'' S42 11S s) Sod It2 Sad	 111 -LULL 4101- .61
A	 l 2 i	 % - • JLL wr,- 34i 114 Sod 1 4 2 CE'IT	 31-t - qu" 4111 9427.• 1.47
4	 2 1 S	 !Sla	 • 1 1	 r= Set 1(4 s) 394 141 SAd	 111 •SU1.L	 4f.4• 92 4 3.1 .62
n	 1 2 )	 A -4u4I. :.f•1 • tii 144 $46 1 1 6 It 1143	 21D • 'IJLL	 Ora- 9262.4
i . dS2.0
1.44
3	 t 2 5	 1 • tii t .l• ,r4- 3 • $ 11• ' S•e 1 4 1 S ai	 111 1411	 tlt +♦ 0465.1 1.22
1	 2 1 4	 'S44	 i r l	 r- 5a1 1(4 31 >>ti 1 4 1 5-1 -IJLL 414 • 1.44
2	 2 1 tI13 .1i• 044 1 44 57 S4- I l i S-1 -4JLL,	 i r i- 1.05
f	 l 1 !	 1- % J'.L .+t t- S4i III S44 1 4 1 rirli)	 7.D fIt1	 rRt1r 2 1 136.4 1.6
.^	 1 t 3 2 • vJLL 5+11 1 IS S3 i I d i ri s 44)	 20 I JS	 25r+t;r 1-13 4 .u.d 1.3
1 1 1	 ^ • '%J r,,, • r S4f 1 9 4 5tI ► '1 S-4 S-1 :•ISY.s 1.$#
1 t 1	 l •11 J  ., r ..• S4i 1 1 1 S4+ 1 1 1 Ulf )1-1 tit)	 ri.• 77410.4 1.lI
♦ 	 1 1 S	 )-1Jw. .;rn- $44 144 Si3 I'I S•1 Lis	 251 1 ;1 `7714.0 1.54
A	 1 1 1	 2 • '1 JLL 914- S 2 S 1(4 Sam I 4 1 :£'41	 )1-r 1JS	 asr%;t 271A).6 1.$)
a	 1 1 S	 1-VJ114. +t. • Sao 144 S 4., 1(1 3-1 III'	 rR6t4 27664.2 1.54
a	 1 1 1	 + -4ULL 4Tv- Sk-1 1 9 4 940 1 4 1 :t•t	 )I-T -VuLL 4101- 2s*bo.1 1.55
1	 2 1 1	 asai	 241	 ff, 34s 1441 63 S46 111 $-2 -44L6 4rII- 5437.0 i.a6
1 1 )	 a • '1JLL AfP4- SAJ 114 Sod 111 ItI)4) 210 -'1 ULL 4f4- 5443.3
ISVID.0
1.46
3	 1 2 S	 2-•JI.L Afd- SRI 144 S44 1 1 2 3-1 [is 2Sr4;9 1.24
L)
C?
0
C^
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ORKUNAL PAGE is
OF POOR QUALITY
Appendix A2 Class A GEO Capability (Sheet 1)
CONFIG
CODE STRAP-0N STAGE 1 STAGE 2 STAGE 3 STAGE 4 PAYLOAD % PAYLOAD
• 2 1 )	 IS46 411 F 4 S*i 1 1 4 11 $49 112 T1I)4) 210 .11f 63 Ism .2 .11
1 1 2 S	 ISIS 4st r• S p + 1 1 . $1 S44 142 S-I C!6t 63 15549.0 .•s
7 2 2 11	 4%113 1011 11 311 1(4 S) 313 142 Tlt)4) 290 C[11r as 1.33).5 .45
p 4.2 1 )	 15 1 ! 491 rP 3 141 Ill S) 346 Ill ttr14) 210 Cljf •3 1.111.5 .41
) 2 2 S	 I 5a9 3k1 ► 1• Sol 1 4 4 31 S1! '_ 1 2 S •1 Cs4f 44 14431P•1 .44
2 2 J 1	 Irlr) )fl 313 144 S) S A G 114 1`11`11) 210 Ct.r .• 14261.2 .42
4 2 2 4	 4Sw9 4%1 r- 3 0 9 1 14 31 S" 142 302	 Ill C[!1r i3 1111•.) .12
4 2 1 S	 IS44 411 f1 SRI 1 4 4 3 1 $ 494 Ill 3.1 :fir as 14195 .42
2 2 2 S	 41`11`31 01`'1 513 Ill 33 149 112 S-1 :1:4r 63 14670.1 .45
4 2 2 )	 15 4 -j 411 r • 3 + i 4 1 4 11 119 1(2 /11141 240 :[ 1 r )I-r 139x1 .10
4 2 1 S	 13 0 1 4 41 i• z 3 0 3 1 4 1 i) Si g I l i S-1 :R1t 11-T 1)5x5.1 .I1
2 1 1	 1 ;12 301 V. 3.4 1 4 4 3) $ti 1 1 1 TILI•) 21a a •r of 01113•.) .45
t 2 2 14a a.1 2 1 1 r`4 $ 2 + 1 4 • S) S p a Ilt fltly) 210 :!•T .i 1311+.a .17
1 2 2 S	 1%42 I11 Irt 0114/ 111 '43 143 1 1 j S-1 ;.!1r IS I1119.1 .42
2 2 S	 1 41;2 1<1 is 341 l/• 411 41 . 3 14! 52!	 III r :7121.9 .31
2 ► S	 1 : ' . 1 4 1 1, .,- 1 I •. . ► 2 ., 1 1 1 S•l :>:.tr 44 11104. 1 .44
2 2 1 1	 .1101 r +j 1 1`: :-% a-- 1 . 1 1111q) 2 11) Ci1t •^ 17.4,1.1 .Ia
4 2 2 1	 15 . 1 01 1 S41 1 1 4 5) s'2 143 S-s Itlr 12 126741.2 .36
2 2 2 S	 I1`1 1 3 ;:• S • s 1 9 4 51 j 11 : 144 s" Ill :S%r 44 126 SS. S .16
I 1 2 3	 IS31I 1 1 1 r • 01-1 - 114 S) 5 4 4 1 1 1 T1f147 2+0 :tot )1-r 12947•b .4
4 2 1 S	 •5 • '1 441 fa so$ 144 S) Sai Ill Say	 Ill ,Usr 16 12.34.5 Is
4 2 l 1	 )S w 3 •tl f1 S1i 114 S) 3 111 1 4 1 Tif14) 290 :!4f at -2'-. 12747.6 .3a
2 4• S .4•
l 2 2 S	 ) 4113 1lt IIr 5-1 M:r )I -It. 12316.5 .)9
2 2 2 1	 )it r) 301• 1 % 1 111 :) S-, III IIf14) 211 :!Or '1 1-r1`• 17S a s .4
4 2 t 5	 )S<2 . • 1 Y 113 1 1 4 11 S24 111 $-1 ,tir 1 1 . 1`' 12!''.1 .1 it
2 2 2 S	 11)11 I 1'4 a? it • 1(2 5-1 .t•1` )l-r 1242•.1 .30
1 2 1 )	 : $-1 R • 1 -' 1	 • '' '•	 • 1'1 111141 2.) -?•I .+ ill%.., .41
1 2 2 i	 1S-I i i l 4 1•i 321	 141 :i•1` •, 11444 .1i
4 2 t 1	 1a+2 • '1 :-1 1 . 1 i) i •= 1 k 1 S-2 '5.5 .13
t 1 2 1 i	 1^:- [<l .43 1 • ^ ^^ 011+ l'1 5-1 :1`•r •n 1/^af.^ .Ib
2 2 1j. 1 . 1 .lff 1 1• )' i • t 1 1 : ^•2 r.^ .', II	 1.2 •37
l 2 1 )	 31` . 2 1 1` 1 1.1 rlll•) 21J 11-T 11i2e.9 .I
`- l 1 1 S	 1 s-+ 3 . 1 111 '' ► 	 l!1 :S•1r 1!4 1117.1 •36
1\	 ! 1 2 2 1	 la' 4 241 r- s ;1 1 . 1 51 0111 I^ iffw) 2dn -.,Ir 11-t It lie. 1 .41
2 2 2 1	 :r1; 1 .1f b •0 I 1 1 1 i3 3 14 1 1 1 i-d ^r%r ..+2 IISS3.3 .17
2 2 1 S	 I t III +t• S-1 a 1'. 3.1 Sio 1 1 1 S•e	 1 1 1 :[4r ti 114b1 .37
1 2 2 S	 1SMi 2 4 1 V4 51 .1 1 1 4 S) 34-i It! 3-1 :!%r 1 1-T 11437.• .•
3 2 1 5	 Is.-4s 341 f q SR! 141 5) S41 191 3-1 Ittr 1 l-T 11437 .10
2 2 1 )	 1rlr1 di{ !1! 1 1 4 VI S 2. 1 1 1 11[661 21) :3 . 01 )I . r 11114.7 ..1
4 2 2 5	 13'3 •41 64 4 S 1 Sl-s	 141 .!1r ii-f I1. ► e.1 .2a
t 1 1	 101011`1 )t+ « 1 1 1 + ;) s+- tct s -1 :.•r
3 2 1 1	 •i + • J/l I- '+11 1'. 31 3t1 111
If
S-t :!4r • 2 I)s2b.1 .31
1 2 1	 Ii -2 1,1 ^• 41 1 1 1^• ^^ 0101!  S-2 :!I ► ► 1- T 1 .11^'l.^ .1
12 1 )	 33019 i l l 1`r s+2 lr1 ;) il- 1 2 1 f[r)4) 11u :! i r 1 1-t 014715.011 .11
12 2 4	 :s.a t ► 1 •, +•>• 1'• sl S49 1 4 4 3-2 :1`•r •9 13740.0 .316
t 2 1 s	 s sa3 611 ^, 0166 1/ • 011 14.4 111 3013	 1(1 Z[1f •! 1A039.i .I1
2 2 1 1	 Iflr) 401.1 4114 1'• J) 3 4 9 / R 4 S-2 :[Ir 46	 , IJ521.2 .31`
1 2 1 S	 ;S •'s X41 or SR S 1 1 4 S) Si+ I i I $-1 '[1T !)I - f I*JFS.1 .4
3 2 2 S	 ISai 341 fA sit 1'4 3) 341 141 309	 Ill C[4r 31St 11159.3 .211
2 2 . 2 6	 )rtr3 t1TM 303 1 11 • 3) 333 1[2 343	 ill 1 :[1 r 01-1 10133.1 .l
4 2 l S	 1S a 9 441 ! 11 341 144 3) Sai IKI 543	 111 :[101 01-T 171J9S.3 .20
4 2 l 4	 )S4. 4 1 1 IF aa! 144 3) Sai IIt 3.2 Ct1f 11-r1 13331.3 .j
3 2 2 4	 1Sa4 341 t+ 349 1 1 1 S) Saa I12 3-2 :!If It - T 1 1936.)6 .)1
1 2 1 4 4Sa3 2li rl SNi 14 4 3) $ 413 111 3-2 Ct41 si 4 6)2.75 .1!i
2 2 2 4	 3r(r) aT+ 369 114 S) 346 1x2 3.2 '11r 01- 9675.13 .11
I 1 2 3 4 • IJLL JrM- 344 1l4 346 101/ 1[!)41 240 : *_It i6 9673.14 .46
4 2 2 1 3503 411 fl 541 114 51 1• p 4 1 1(2 C!1r	 as -414L 4fM- 4643.16 .27
a 1 2 S	 f- a ULL Ord- 346 144 140 Il! 3-1 :Cif as 9015`.39 .45
1 2 2 s	 13 4 13 2011 r1 546 1 1 4 33 Sai 1 4 4 301!	 Ill :!If 31-r 9412.39 .)
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tl	 ^i+A'3 :^M:^1liStir
Appendix A-2 Class A GEO Capability (Sheer 2) X0 -11 100
CONFIC
CODE STRAP40N STAGE 1 STAGE 2 STAGE 3 STAGE 4 PAYLOAD % PAYLOAD
II J 1 4	 ► 346	 J c 1	 f- s+s 1 114 67 345 141 3-2 :£.r	 31-r 9263,411 .1 1
. 1 J 1 S	 11a•	 J,<1	 01 - 34) 1 ( 4 33 $46 111 Sol	 141 :!If	 )1-I 9234.94 .2
4 J 1 7	 2 546	 6111	 r• ;,43 l i t 31 $14 ill CS+r	 0 4 -1J61,	 414- )441.J1 .2
1 J 1 4	 IS46	 2 11 1	 0r ' 343 I X 4 33 3aa I42 3-2 CC4I	 31-f 0006.19 .3
2 1 1 S	 1fIT)	 Iti 346 144 33 Sts Ill $40	 ill Mf? 31-f 9O82.5e .2
2 2 1 t	 )fir)	 'A r 4 349 1X4 33 s q + 141 S-2 :S+t	 11-r 6912.34 J.
3 2 2 2	 ss s l	 341	 r a Sal 1 11 4 S) SRI ill CC•ir	 A6 - 9JL1.	 trio- 7734.11 .2
a 1 2 S	 1 • 44GL .• r.- SRI 1 X 4 Saa Ill sal	 III :!4r	 • s v J 6.71 .3
4 2 2 2	 IS O '	 . 14 1	 !i 2111 11 1 1(4 33 S a s 112 CELT • 6 fir)	 1`344 11617.3'1 .2'
a 1 2 3	 1-1u(.L	 .tr y - 946 144 Sib Ili 111`34) 210 .1 94r	 31-T 6551.29 .41 q.^
2 2 J 1	 ♦ fff3	 4 f4 SMs 114 S) Sae Ili CC•r /s -9JLL 4I4- 1461.44 .2:
a l t )	 1 - 1U I.L	 -'1`l- SAS 144 14.3 Ili f1f14)	 240 :fit	 0 4 111)71.25 .4
t 2 1 l	 3i4i	 1111	 ► " S it 4 1116 s) ,4s 1(1 6-2 :34r	 31-f 1146.6o .3.
1 2 1 S	 Isar	 d i l	 F - 349 144 S) S4' I I I $44	 141 ;1`•r	 )l-r 0119 ,41	 .
3 2 1 I	 A S 44	 ) • 1	 e tai 141 S) s it" Iii CENT	 4s -1J60.	 4T4- 4143 .t)
a 1 1 5	 11 - i ' 1 LL	 .• r1`- 3 + 1 1t 9 S44 411 3-1 'tIr	 •9 .139.24 .4'.
a I 7 i	 315 7 .	 ► • 1	 :• X41 I 1.1 1) 544 1 ► 2 Cr':'	 a S 111	 1SrK,;.; 414 1 . 4 4 .2.
i a 1 I	 IJa,	 , ► 	 :• • a , 1 1 4 31 SAe Iki C1.r	 A6 r I r I	 rd A. )4a4 .114	 .
2 a I I	 .IrI IJ 	 ► (, ` .0$ 149 3) $is 1 11 C£vr	 of -iJLL	 4r4- 140A.be .21
1 1 2 2	 IS- •	Y • ;•14 1+9 II S;± 1 ► 2 C:. , r	 J rill	 rAl >, 11x1.41 . 26
1 1 i I	 'S R+	 Ii1	 T , %.f 1 . 0 S , S a :i 112 CS•r	 as - IJLL	 Ira- 7701.4-1 .2c
2 2 : 1	 1 r I I J	 Af• S.s I A 9 Sl Sad 142 CS ► f	 A S f I I )	 rat. 1^bs.41 .24
a I I 1	 1-•JLL	 ,ir4- sas I ► • S146 1 1 1 M34) 210 -fir	 01-f !ill	 So .4:
J 1 2 1	 S-%JL6	 4f-i- 3 4 4 114 SRS 112 3•a CCor	 •1d 7Sa9.5 .36
4 2 1 2	 2S 9 i	 4 1 1	 s '+ 199 1 k $3 S46 I s I C£.r	 46 113	 23fA;d •71.!.71 .2:
a 1 i :=•JLL	 .e1`,- ill I f $ 9,01 i+l sta	 1 11 1 :C+1r	 is 7174.7= .35
I a 1 !	 i s w7	 til	 '' S a l 1 • 'i S1 1.1 CT ► r -1J66 Of- 71103.S10 .2i
3 17 1	 2S 3 >	 1X1	 t ; S 1 ► 9 a 1 3 + 0 1112 C!%r	 •4 JJ5	 Jilt.. 17d'.51 .2,;
3 I 1 1	 1S = i	 i'l	 - a•+ 1-' 4 151 X40 1	 1 C•:-'	 • I ► If)	 rrt. 71as..a1 . 2 4
7 ) V )	 4f X41 1 i + ', 1 C= 1415 7'14.1 .2.
t 1 1 1	 1 Sig .1	 i l l	 r 1 .1 1  ,1 i4d 1 . 1 C 	 )1-f -`► J46	 •r+- 040S.5J .21
1 2 7 1	 IS + •	 7 1 1	 r , ;i : ► I	 - iI l4/ 1 . 2 It(]	 r4A 0067.16 .2l
1 ) i	 ) • •) I •#.	 1 0- %.? I • , if• l • a :far	 '11-1 e79A.7+ .24
2 2 1 1	 1ftIJ	 •1i 34s 1+! S) iA-s 1 6 1 CE of	 dd IIri	 t'A l • a74,'.i4 .Il
3 1 1 7	 Is m s	 941
	 ': S J 1 1 1 . 3 1 7 4 0 ill Cc ► r	 I.1 1 J ASIA ,• eS56.14 .2d
t 1 J 1	 15 4 7	 4 1`1	 i'' ify 1'1 sl Sib a d J Cc ► r	 JI-f ► It)	 rRa. 3bJ7.2d .ls
4 2 2 )	 IS4 1.%	 4 111	 r- A 0 1 1^4 al SRO 144 1`11341	 210 &Ili	 TRA. 10527.Sb .1A
^^ 1 1 1	 1 -+1ULL	 rr^- 4th it: Sig 111 5-2 :Elf	 11 3 S,W.Sy .37
.	 >l J 2 2	 2S a i	 ill
	
ii Sdi 3 N 4 S) Sae 1114 Ciir 03 1J.*	 JSr A .. = 63) 0 .21 .22
Z-0 1 2 4	 )-+JLL	 er•1- S ai 144 S a l 142 3-4 .[4r	 )1-( ib316.A3 .31
►► . 1 2 1 1	 JS a s	 7x3	 Fe S Q J I I 9 3) Sid 1(1 CE 's r	 31-f -iJLL	 4r 4 - :ein .ti .21
1 2 1 2	 1S9i	 211	 F% 5.4S 1 0, 4 S) S ay I I I Clir	 43 flrl	 rRe. I nJ1 7 .IJ .24
• 3, 2 1 2	 2flr)	 Af1; s11a 1(4 5) 53 .1 1X1 CC•T	 •a IJS	 ISTA.;c JaZ17.S4 .22
t 1 7 3	 7 S43	 411	 F` 1 3 3 1 . 1 1_l s)e l i a (lr)4)	 217 IJS	 2'5fA 3409.. .17
:• 2 J 1	 23 0 •	 •11	 /'1 343 1 1 4 S1 S4 •4 1 1 1 CSIr	 31-r lis	 15rA,; % 11"7.75 .17
2 1 1	 ISRI	 4%1
	
r) S.s I a 4 3 1 S4.4 141 Cl/r	 31-f rill	 r4A1 2.ey9.S .Id
2 1 1	 I II f I	 A ► 4 449 1 9 1 S1 3 44 1 1 1 CCo+r	 11-r -4J6L	 4r-4- is-1 0 .-1s .21
a I )	 ISR6	 4+1	 .S S o l 1+• 31 S41 I(i That) 210 rill	 rR4% 293S.SJ .17 JI4 2 I 1	 ISas	 ill	 f+ SRS 1(4 33 S46 1X2 CL9r )1-f lIT3	 r9AS )411.41 .192 2 )	 1SRI	 3X1	 /4 SAS 1111 31 S4
 112 T11)4) 210 fir]	 1`0144 5779.14 .11
• I. 1 S 3-4JLL arm- 543 144 SRS IKI SRO IXi :C1f 01-f S72S.34 .24
4 i 2 1 2	 asRO all IS Sao 114 30 Sao 1013 CZAR e3 1.16 2SIA" 2437.44 .22
e^ 2 2 1	 Iitr3	 JT4 SRI 114 33 S41 112 car 01-f rill fRA n 5 1516.34 .11
i:f 1 1 4	 3-4ULL df •1- 3013 114 SRS ltl 3-2 -541 31-r 51567.31 .32
4 2 1 1	 2301. 4x1	 rs 34A Ito 30 $46 111 C9111 71-f IU3 2STOGC 556407 .11
3 2 2 3	 1fIT3	 IT ►i SRI 1114 S) SRO Ill 711349 215 fill TRAA SS64.10 .11
I 2 1 1	 SS11i ill	 IS 34-1 194 S) $48 191 Char )I-f -4J6L 4TM- ^ s53 io .53 022
4 1 1. 3 2349 4X1 re SAS 114 33 Sal 141 111340 33& IJ3 M AGE 54J 7 .14 016
3 2 2 3	 2346 3KI
	
F5 349 194 S3 446 141 117110 2110 iii 2STAGS 1544A.76 .16
3 2 1 1	 1346 311
	
rs S 11s 114 3) Sirs Ill C94T 31-r rill TRAM )356.94 .11
3 2 2 1	 2SR1 3X1
	 rs Sts 114 S3 SRO jai CCMr )I-r IJS 2SI1iG9 ,5144.2$ .16
cli
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OF POOR QUALITY
Appendix A2 Class A GEO Capability (Sheet 3)
CONFIG
CODE STRAP-0N STAGE 1 STAGE 2
2	 2 2 1	 711(1 4r" 3Ri 114 33• $44 11A
3	 2 1 l	 13 4 9	 i11 rs $44 114 33 SR3 1(1
2	 2 2 1 w r1 +ro 545 1 1 4 S) s a i 142
2 2 1 1	 It1r) b14 341 144 33 so& its
& 2 2 1	 13 4 *	 211 /5 3 4 5 1 q 4 $3 $44 1(2
Or t 2 2	 4- %J1.1,	 orH- sas 1+4 34a 112
STAGE 3
	 STAGE 4 PAYLOAD % PAYLOAD
trt143 210 1JS 23rs^* 3161.25
	 .14
r1r)43
	 t.o rrr) rmaot 5113.31 .11
:s.t 11-r LOS 2srA3t 511 7 .66 .16
Cisr 31-r r1r) r11%S S459.5% .111
Mir 31-( rrrl t11its SJ23.66 .1I
CI"It di -+u" ON- 5414.17 .75
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ORIGINAL PAGE 13
Of POOR QUALrTY
Appendix A-3 C/iu B 1.E0 Capebilifi
tL11
30A ICONFIG
CODE STRAP-ON STAGE 1 STAGE 2 STAGE 3 STAGE 4 PAYLOAD • 14  PAYLOAD
•	 2 4 f 4-VJLL + • T.- SRS 214 S46 Its Sad	 III U f of ^d4646.5 i.es
'	 ) 1 6 4 • ,JLL Jfl- $40 2 . 9 546 112 Sag	 191 vf-it" .! 14)67.5 1.96
L 2 3 S 6 . vULL Afro- %? • 1R6 166 liL d! 1 911)	 4 L J16_.
'	 2 6 S 4 •114LL rtV • SRS 2414 iK• 1415 3-1 ci71r dA TOm.) 1.91
'	 ) 1 S 6-+JLL :t•- 3 4 1 i+s lie Ili 3-1 -tit 4e •17S7e.1 1.1
3 1 S 4-•JLL . f q - Sal 4 1 3 sae Ila S-I •1111 de 77096.7 1.91
3 1 ) 4-•JLL rf•- Sot ! 215 Sad 112 TIT)4) 240 cl 4 i ? $"A-1_ 1.12
•	 2 4 ) 4-4JLL, .• ti- Sai 214 Sa6 Its flf)4) 210 Co t Ni 4e ) 1.4
'	 ) 2 1 6-%JLL ;tit- 301A 245 S46 193 11/340 240 :tot re 16779.3 1.19
'	 2 4 S I-BULL af y - 341 2t6 S44 145 Sad	 III _.I Ol-T 7Sa9S.7 1.64
•	 l 6 S 4-%JLL tf4- sod 2+1 SR1 Its Sae	 191 Ct•r 4d 114752.0 1.97
'	 1 6 $ 4-4UL16 Sfv- s a t 244 Sig) 114 5•1 :c +f es 7)954,) 1.04
1 1 5 4-NULL Of 1- 34f 41 . 4 sad 11) say	 111 :Sir 41 13764 1.96
2 114-MULL tf1• 5 a ) t + , S-06 144 T11141 260 :t+r /) (71))0.) 1.91"
2 i S 4 - 1 JLL r'- 311 2 a . $46 162 Saa	 all :Sir .3 114!24.4 1.)I
1 6 3 •• JLL •r, - :-, 2 • a S-+ 112 NUJ	 1 + 1 :t+r 11•r 7..67.6 1.25
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Appendix 84 FWC FourSWnsnt SRM Weights
WEIGHT (LBM)
FORWARD SEGMENT 323,432
FORWARD DOME 3x669
COMPOSITE
FORWARD ATTACH RING
10,097
1,060
AFT ATTACH RING 1,200
PINS
INSULATION-LINER-INHIBITOR
437
4,520
IGNITER 461
SYSTEMS TUNNEL
EXTERNAL INSULATION
118
190
PROPELLANT 301,543
IGNITER PROPELLANT 137
FORWARD CENTER SEGMENT 288,346
` COMPOSITE 9,969
FORWARD ATTACH RING
AFT ATTACH RING
1,060
1,280
PINS 366
f INSULATION-LINER-INHIBITOR 3,494
r	 ; SYSTEMSTUNNEL 110
EXTERNAL INSULATION 190
PROPELLANT 271,957 .•
AFT CENTER SEGMENT 288,478
COMPOSITE 9,969
FORWARD ATTACH RING 11060..
AFT ATTACH RING 1,200
PINS 366"
INSULATION-LINER-INHIBITOR 3,494 -^.f
SYSTEMS TUNNEL 10
EXTERNAL INSULATION 322
PROPELLANT 271,957
AFT SEGMENT 295,677
AFT DOME 4,965
ATTACH SEGMENT 6,590
COMPOSITE 7,912
` FORWARD ATTACH RING 1,060
AFT ATTACH RING 1,200
PINS 508..
INSULATION-LINER-INHIBITOR 10,981
i SYSTEMS TUNNEL 154 ~
7 EXTERNAL INSULATION 312
PROPELLANT 2¢1,995
a
FIELD JOINTS 204
NOZZLE 23,304
TOTAL I N E RTS 111,852
TOTAL PROPELLANT 1,107,589
TOTAL MOTOR 1,219,441 {
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Appendix 8.6 SR&X FWC Tm%%Vnent SRM Weighty
FORWARD SEGMENT 20,937
M
FORWARD DOME 3,669
COMPOSITE 10,097
FORWARD ATTACH RING 1,060
AFT ATTACH RING 1,200
PINS 437
INSULATION-LINER 4,166
SYSTEMS TUNNEL 118
EXTERNAL INSULATION '190
YF
AFT SEGMENT 25,656
1	 . AFT DOME 4,965
ATTACH SEGMENT 6,590
f COMPOSITE 7,912
' FORWARD ATTACH RING 1,060
AFT ATTACH RING 1,200
PINS 508
INSULATION-LINER 2,955
SYSTEMS TUNNEL 154
EXTERNAL INSULATION 312
NOZZLE 13,284
IGNITER 240
FIELD JOINT 72
TOTAL MOTOR INERTS 60,189
PROPELLANT 605,136
TOTAL MOTOR 665,325
r
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LEO GEO
STRUCTURE 400 400
THERMAL CONTROL 20 20
AVIONICS 590 360
COMMUNICATION 73 73
DATA MANAGEMENT 315 132
FLIGHT CONT 120 120
INSTRUMENTATION 82 35
ELECTRICAL 620 440
POWER SOURCE 210 30
POWER DISTRIBUTION 410 410
PROPULSION 380 380
TANKS, THRUSTERS 180 180
PROPELLANT 200 200
MARGIN 190 100
TOTAL 2,200 1,700
